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JOHN P. ROSSI

Marx Brothers became famous for. The
brothers began to develop some professionalism polish was never a word to
describe them
as well as the characterizations that became their trade-

—

A Night in Philadelphia
In June 1923 an unheralded show
opened at the Walnut Theater in Philadelphia and played to capacity houses

14 weeks, despite the city's legendary summer heat and humidity. The
play, if it can be dignified with that tifor

tle, was I'll Say She Is;
Marx Brothers.

the stars, the

Often considered a theatrical graveyard, Philadelphia was the highly receptive site for the maturing of the
Marx Brothers as a team. Despite earlier vaudeville success they had failed
to make it to Broadway. I'll Say She Is
changed all that. It not only made
them Broadway stars but also began
the rise to stardom that led to Hollywood and ultimately to international
fame as one of America's greatest com-

edy teams.

The Marx Brothers had been a sucteam for over a decade before
I'll Say She Is. They had been brought
together by their formidable stage
cessful

mother, Minnie, who among other
things was the sister of Al Shean, the
better half of the legendary vaudeville
team, Gallagher and Shean. Minnie
was determined that her boys would
not be separated and her brother's success in show business showed her how
to keep them together. Shean wrote an
act for them that helped get them

launched in vaudeville.
Their
called

first

"Fun

success was with an act

in Hi Skule," a blend of the

crude ethnic humor popular in those
innocent days and the knock-down,
rough house anarchic comedy the

—

marks.

The story goes that they were playing in Galesburg, Illinois, on the same
with a monologist named Art
He gave them their monickers.
The eldest brother, Leonard, became
Chico (always rhymed with chick) because he was such a ladies' man; Arthur was labeled Harpo for obvious
reasons; Julius, Groucho, because of
his sour disposition and general pessimism. The least important of the five
brothers, Milton and Herbert were
called Gummo and Zeppo; the first because he always wore rubbers, then
called gumshoes; the latter for reasons
that are not clear. Groucho always arbill

Fisher.

gued that Zeppo was named after the
zeppelins of World War I. The names
stuck because they were perfectly in
character.

"Fun in Hi Skule" completed the
transformation of the Marx Brothers
as a vaudeville act because it made
perfect use of the boys' talents. Chico,
dressed in an organ grinder's outfit,
was the dumb wop who massacred the
English language and beguiled the
audience by deftly playing the piano in
his own unique style: shooting the
keys. Harpo, originally the country
rube whose angelic face hid a devilish
ability to outsmart everyone, became a
mute in what turned out to be a brilliant comedic move. It injected an elment of pathos and a touch of the
Chaplinesque in the act. Harpo and
Chico quickly became masters of their

—
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own form of kinetic comedy. No stage
was safe from total destruction at their
inspired hands. Groucho, who started
as a boy soprano, was the comedy genius of the act, the glue that held them
together. He had already developed the
acerbic personality, sharp tongue and
flair for the pointed ad lib that was to

earn him far greater and more lasting
fame than his brothers. He was invariably the slightly disreputable authority
figure, the teacher, lawyer, doctor

who

was taken apart by Harpo and Chico.
Gummo and Zeppo were there because
they were Marxes. Zeppo's good looks
acceptable leading man.

made him an

In "Fun in Hi Skule" and later acts
the Marx Brothers finally reached the
big time. They began to move out of
the second line circuits into the major
vaudeville houses, including the show
business Mecca, the Palace in New
York. They played the Palace so often
in the early 1920s that they were
known as the "Palace Theater Stock
Company." Most of their routines developed at this time, for although the

boys were still in their late 20s and
early 30s they were consummate entertainers.

A couple

of

examples of their humor

all. Groucho is playing the teacher and is questioning
Chico, his rather limited student.

at this time tells

Groucho: What is the shape of
the earth?
Chico: Don't know.
Groucho: What's the shape of
my cuff links?
Chico: (looking at his sleeve)
Square.

Groucho: No,
links.

my Sunday

cuff

Chico: Round.
Groucho: That's it! Now what
is the shape of the earth?
Chico: Square on weekdays

and round on Sundays.
In another scene Groucho is at the
blackboard lecturing his loutish students on the finer points of geography.

Pointing to Switzerland, he states:
"Here lie the Alps, and beyond the Alps
lie more Alps. And the Lord alps those
who alp themselves." Before you get ill,
consider how some of what passes for
humor today appears after the passage of only a few years. Just think
how corny the SNL of a few years ago

sounds now. Does anyone still laugh
John Belushi as a bee? I doubt it.

at

Despite their vaudeville success
they were making close to $1000 a
week the expenses of maintaining a
large troupe plus hauling scenery from
town to town limited the act's profit.
Moreover, the boys became involved in
an ugly dispute with the Keith-Albee
chain and this barred them from the
main vaudeville houses. It appeared
that the act might break up. The
Brothers were also tired of touring and
playing one night stands. They
yearned for acceptance, Broadway
fame, and the money that went with it.
That the team didn't break up is a testament to Minnie's tenacity to keep
them together and the good luck to
latch onto a show that held out the distant promise of Broadway.

—

In

1922 two shows called Gimme A
and Love For Sale flopped and

Thrill

left a legendary Broadway producer,
Joseph M. Gaites, known as "Minimum" Gaites because of his shoestring

operations, with a load of scenery, cos-

—

f)COO
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tumes and no apparent way of recouping his investment. He also had an obligation to open a show in Philadelphia
in less than a month. At this point he
met Chico and found that the Marx
Brothers were available. It was pure
chemistry with a dash of desperation
thrown in.
With the inventiveness that characbreed of avaricious producers, Gaites convinced an Allentown,
Pennsylvania, coal dealer with theatrical ambitions, James Beury, that a
comedy-revue combining the scenery
from his two shows and the Marx
Brothers was just what Philadelphia
needed. It helped that Beury had a
chorus- girl friend whom he wanted to
showcase and that he had just purchased the Walnut Theater which
terizes the

needed a show immediately.
Convinced that they were finished
and with no visible pros-

in

vaudeville
pects, the

Marx Brothers jumped at
the opportunity to do a legitimate
show, even one associated with an opalso came
10% of the gross.
A show literally was thrown together

erator like Gaites.

They

cheap, settling for

with a thin, almost non-existent book
and lyrics by Will Johnstone, music by
his brother, Tom, but with the real
heart of the show being the comedy
routines that the Marx Brothers had
developed in vaudeville. Groucho and
Chico rewrote updated is too kind a
word their older skits. The whole
process took less than a month to fin-

—

—

ish.

On Monday, June 4, 1923, while
Philadelphia sweltered in the first heat
wave of the season leading Harpo to
compare it to Gulfport, Louisiana,

"without the mosquitoes," the Marx
Brothers opened I'll Say She Is at the
Walnut Theater. The title, by the way,
had no decipherable meaning. It was
simply a popular saying of the day

about a pretty

girl.

The house was packed with the

or-

chestra seats going for a top of $2.00
as show business history was made.

The show was essentially a vaudeville
revue built around the Marx Brothers'
specialities with a number of variety
acts interspersed to give the boys time

There were two
and 21 scenes. Some idea of the
sophistication of the revue can be de-

to catch their breaths.

acts

rived from the quality of the support-

—

among them, the dancing
Melvin sisters; Florence Gast, billed as
"the girl with the million dollar dimple
on her knee" and "30 count them
30 stunning dancing girls." The music
was supplied by 'The Yerkes Happy 6
Jazz Band Augmented to 9." Later
other acts joined the highly flexible
show including "The 12 Famous London Tivoli Girls" and the never-to-being cast

—

forgotten, Lotta Miles, "the

Kelly-Springfield Tire Girl." Gaites

had

obviously spared every expense.

The Marx Brothers were playing
their established roles: Chico the poor-

man, Harpo the beggar man, Groucho
the lawyer and Zeppo the merchant.
They opened the show with a skit in a
theatrical agent's office where each
one of them entered looking for a job
singing a song: "My name is Sammy
Brown and I just came into town..."
Somehow they all ended up singing
"Darktown Strutters Ball." The audience loved them from the first.

Quarter Notes
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The show's two big moments were
classic comedy bits. In the first, the police in

the person of

for the Brothers

Ed

much

Metcalf, a
in the

foil

way Mar-

was true to the French army to which
Groucho shot back with a characteristic leer:

'Thank God, we have no

navy."

garet Dumont was in the films, are investigating Harpo for a robbery. As he
is taken into custody Harpo mutely
protests his innocence, Anally melting

As he leaves her room Josephine's
by Chico, Harpo and
Zeppo, jump out from under the furni-

Metcalf s heart. Harpo is freed and Metcalf shakes his hand congratulating
him for his honesty. As he does,
knives, forks, spoons, and assorted
kitchen utensils begin to fall from
Harpo's sleeve and pile up at the
astonished policeman's feet. The pile is
ankle deep when from his other sleeve

Groucho sends the lovers scurrying for
cover. "Jo, you are as true as a three
dollar coronet," he tells her. A band be-

Harpo disgorges more cutlery. When fican be no more and the police begin to march him off to prison,
Harpo releases a Niagara of knives,
forks, and even a coffee pot from beneath his coat. As they clatter onto the
floor Harpo flees but not before kicking
Metcalf on the shins. This bit later
nally there

turned the sophisticated critic Alexander Woollcott into a fanatical admirer
of

Harpo for life.
The comedy highlight

of the show,
however, fell to Groucho. In this scene
he played Napoleon about to leave for
the front, bidding goodbye to the unfaithful Josephine. He wore an absurd
parody of Napoleon's uniform: a large
tricorner hat, long black coat with
huge epaulets, white pantaloon trousers, sloppy high boots and an incredibly long sword that kept tripping him
as he moved about the stage in that bizarre stooped walk that he developed.

Taking Josephine in his arms he
whispered such sweet nothings as:
"Jo, your eyes shine like the seat of my
blue serge suit." She told him that she

lovers played
ture.

Returning to get his sword,

gins playing in the background.
Groucho cocks his head: "Ah, the mayonnaise. The Army must be dressing."

With gems like these, Philadelphia's
annual summer musical revue,"

"first

as the show was advertised,
a roaring start.

The

critics

was

off to

were enthusiastic, if
They didn't know ex-

slightly confused.

what to make of the Marx Brothand their hybrid show. The Public

actly

ers

Ledger called

it

"ideal

hot-weather en-

comedy
They were

tertainment" but found the
"pretty elementary stuff."

very impressed by Chico's "unbelievable dexterity" with the piano and
found Harpo's solo remarkable. The
Ledger's critic confused the two brothers,

a comment on how

little

known

the Marxes were.

The

Bulletin's critic loved the

show

but he made the mistake of trying to
find a plot, always a dangerous task in
any Marx Brothers project. The best
he could come up with was a perfect
example of critical confusion. I'll Say
She Is was about a "girl in search of a
thrill who meets admirers who take
her in search of adventure in many
channels." To which Groucho no doubt
would have added, "including the English

Channel."
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The only critical holdout was Linton
Martin in the North American. He had
demanding standards because he
found the show rough and thought the
boys overdid things a bit an understatement if ever there was one. He
also showed his human side by won-

—

dering

more

why

the girls weren't given

time.

and Groucho, who had

I

felt

obliged to attend.

Reviews and word of mouth support

made

the show into the biggest hit
Philadelphia had experienced in years.
It played to packed houses for 14
weeks, bucking the weather and the
fierce competition of Richard Bartlemess and Dorothy Gish in Bright
Shawl at the Stanley, Thomas
Meighan in The Ne'er Do Well at the
Stanton, Harold Lloyd in Safety Last
at the Victoria, as well as Blackstone's
Magic Show at the Globe.

During its first week the show
grossed $6,000 with the take climbing
to $14,000 by the third week. Since
the total cost of production was about
$25,000, this was an incredible success. By the middle of the run, the
show was sold out for two weeks in advance.

The show closed in Philadelphia after Labor Day and then went on to Bos-

his

own

doubts, to try the big time.
I'll

The ultimate accolade for the show
came not from any critic or theatrical
type but from an early edition of the
late Frank Rizzo, retired Marine Corps
General Smedley Darlington Butler.
Smed took time off from cleaning up
crime and chasing bootleggers to go to
the Walnut. He was quoted as describing I'll Say She Is as "the greatest show
that have seen in the last 25 years."
With reviews like that no wonder
Philadelphians

ton because Gaites was afraid it was
too crude for Broadway. After a so-so
run in Boston, the brothers took the
show to Chicago, where their family
lived, and it was as big a hit as in
Philly. Chico finally convinced Gaites

Say She Is opened

New York

at the Casino

months after
its Philadelphia triumph. It was an immediate popular and critical success.
The Marx Brothers were quickly
Theater in

1 1

adopted by the New York smart set, led
by Woollcott, Robert Benchley and

Adams, who had the
newspaper column in
"The Conning Tower." Nothing

FPA, Franklin

most

P.

influential

the city,
the brothers did was too crude, too
roughhouse to offend these sensitive
intellectuals. No pun of Groucho's, no

matter how atrocious, put them off.
Woollcott threatened to write an 18,000
word review but settled instead for a
notice that compared the Marxes to
Buster Keaton and Charlie Chaplin as
comedic geniuses.

Perhaps the highest compliment
they received was from Chaplin himself. While in New York during their
run, he saw the show and was quoted
as saying it was "the best musical comedy revue I've ever seen."

The Marx Brothers had made it fi20 years in show
business. I'll Say She Is played New
York for two years and then went on
nally after almost

the road again for another two years.

Broadway was
lowed their

at their feet.

initial

They

fol-

success with Coco-

nuts and Animal Crackers, also smash
and by the end of the decade

hits,

were

in

Hollywood well on their way

to

—
8
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becoming in the words of the New York
Times, "America's funniest team of
mountebanks."
Like W.C. Fields, Chaplin, Keaton,
Laurel and Hardy, the Marx Brothers
were originals. They had no peers. One
has only to compare them to other
acts built around physical humor and
anarchic comedy—Olsen and Johnson
or the Three Stooges—to gauge their

Route 30 in the Green
Mountains of Southern Vermont.
From this tiny village, Marion
Waldo McChesney, the Pawlet Potter,
reached out to the world through her
art. She will be disappointed if the
world answers back.

superiority.

sunny yellows, warm

Philadelphia, often blind to talent,
the butt of many jokes, can take credit
for giving one of America's funniest

the studio like to hold the works in
hand, feeling their smoothness while

comedy teams

its start

on the path

to

greatness.

JOHN KEENAN

Beauty

is

Truth, truth beauty

is all

Ye know on earth and
to know.
Keats

—

all

ye need

studio

is

Potter."

Although the

technically the

basement of

her husband's real estate

office, it

actu-

opens on the center of Pawlet, just
across the street from Mach's General
Store and The Station, a tiny restaurant in a converted railway station.
These three buildings make up downtown Pawlet, which lies at a U-turn anally

—

reds. Visitors to

admiring their coloring. Marion made
some small ovals that just fit the
palm of the hand with the notion that
they would be "coffee-table sculptures," pleasant to look at and attractive to pick up. On the unglazed
bottom, she wrote her name and the
year, as she does with each piece she
In an imaginative leap, she placed a
small bead of clay inside and called
them 'Touchstones." The art work
now appealed to the eyes, the touch,
and the ears; it had no other function. "Beauty is its own excuse for be-

New Englander had
She put one in a bowl of
water to see what would happen. It
floated on the surface like a bluegreen water lily, moving gently with
ing,"

an

earlier

written.

She is a small woman, bright eyed
and passionate about her art, and she
lives in a small town in Vermont, far
from the great oceans. Her studio is
marked by a wooden sign proclaiming
her "The Pawlet

Marion's pottery delights the eye
with its appealing shapes and delicate
glazes watery blues and greens,

creates.

The Seastone Mystery
that

gle off scenic

the slightest

movement

of the water.

Too much movement, however, and
the unglazed bottom showed. She
would glaze it on all sides, she decided, but where would she sign it?
The answer came with a rattle: she
would enlarge the clay bead inside
and sign it. But no one would know
the truth of its origin without shattering the beauty of the stone. She was
intrigued by the mystery of her latest

9
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and spoke enthusiastically
and friends.
But her absorption in the work gave

creation

about

way

it

to her family

another exciting family event.
Her son Scott had been accepted for
the Semester at Sea program at the
University of Pittsburgh. With 450
other students, he would sail around
the world for a year, touching many
other cultures and learning about
each. Somewhere in what she calls her
"midnight imagination," Marion's artistic and motherly excitements embraced, and the next day she turned
the full force of art and parenthood on
Scott. Would he take seven of her
Touchstones, soon to be renamed
Seastones, and drop them in the seas
of the world?
to

"Oh mom, come on," Scott probably
But he could not resist the ap-

said.

peal of the idea for long.
sailed from

Vancouver

When he

in 1986,

he had

seven Seastones in his luggage. He
dropped the first stone into the Pacific
in September, and a small crowd of interested students watched as the Seastone sank and then bobbed to the
surface in the ship's wake. With each
drop, more students watched and
speculated on what might happen. The
next drop took place in the South
China Sea, followed by the Indian
Ocean, the Red Sea, the Aegean, the
Black Sea, and the Atlantic. Scott recorded the date, the time, and the latitude and longitude of each drop. The
young people on board came to watch.
Some wanted to hold the stone before
it

was thrown

into the sea. Their imagi-

nations were intrigued by this small
work of human hands, made in a Ver-

mont

village,

and now

floating in the

vastness of foreign waters. Would

it

survive?

Would

another

human being curious

it

nestle in the

hand
to

of

know

the secret it held? Would the beauty of
the Seastone preserve the truth that
rattled so enticingly inside?

We

asked about the Seastones when
in Pawlet last summer. We've

we were

asked many times over the years, and
the answer is the same. No one has
written to the potter whose name and
address is the secret inside the Seastones.

Disappointed? Relieved? Marion told
Pawlet writer Jane Burditt: "I love the
mystery of it all.... Do you realize there
could be someone... standing on a
beach shaking one of my Seastones

and wondering what

to

do about

it?"

CARL KERN
Get a Dog
Lines Composed for a Lady
Who Lives Alone and Gardens
Plants are nice but they're stuck in
the ground,

Whereas a dog can run

What good

is

a plant

if

all

around.

someone

at-

tacked us,
Unless you can push him into a cactus?
You want to have a guard dog with ya
When someone's lurking behind your
forsythia.

command Bowser will snap;
No plant does that except Venus fly-

At your
trap.

Dogs now and then may water your
plants,

But only dogs grab crooks by the
pants.

10

JOHN WHEATCROFT

The Relique
They

tore

your shroud

to shreds, stripped

bandages from sores, and ripped
out hair by the handful. One gouged
a tumor from your left side,
another cropped
an ear. They pried
your nails off. Fingers and toes were lopped.

Your

right

arm with a hunk

of shoulder

went

to

de Campo. Segovia
got the lion's share

How can

Medina

—your head and trunk.

they be blamed?

You showed them the way,
San Juan de Cruz. The most doubtful
there was convinced that day
you bit the toe, purply inflamed,
still

hot with

believer

fever,

pungent as cayenne pepper,
from the three-day corpse of a

leper.

And was

it love turned bitter to sweet,
restored dried purple to fresh
blood, transformed mortified meat

to

consummate

flesh?

Contemplate the miracle of the Eucharist.

—
11

T.

ALAN BROUGHTON

Parable
This house was built
in belief that shingle,

beam, and glass
might be replaced
but not wholly collapse
if based on stone.
Granite, gray
as a frozen mastodon,
hunches under our weight

and basks one flank
moon.

in the clearing's

Here

I

was taught

shaky scenes
played out in rooms
entrance and exit of wives,
to mistrust the

children

whose dreams

could rant and scar
the dark air of June.
I came to accept
how all above rock
scatters, mercurial
beads of our moods.

And now men

my

shatter
oldest belief,

come with
and beeps

to

how rocks

of the ages

gas our

their dials

warn

air.

Crowbar the lintels,
unhinge the roof,
I

am

learning to build

from the top down,
founding each day
on the sands
of shifting stars.

—
12

T.

ALAN BROUGHTON

Dolorosa
Let women walk through fields
at night when the battle is over
and armies sleep in their tents.

This time belongs to mothers
who cull the dead.
If

their wailing disturbs the sleep

of soldiers, let

them dream

of childhood sorrow

a

new

toy broken

someone who did not arrive.
If they wake
let them cover their heads for silence.
or

The

silver

bodies curl

round of a game
rehearsed in yards and shady streets.
Whether the robbers won
or invaders from space,
today they have chosen the losing side.
in the final

Each woman stoops

to find

a face that moonlight
has smoothed of age.

She holds the

man

in her lap
like

a sleeping

child.
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An Essay by
KEVIN J. HARTY

The Failures of Jonathan
Demme's Philadelphia
The

first

cases of what we

1981 issue of the

now know as AIDS were reported in the December

New England

Journal of Medicine. While medical,
to the impending AIDS crisis,
the artistic community took the lead in reacting to and in educating people
about AIDS and its myriad related problems. Dance, music, photography, the
plastic and visual arts, fashion, and most noticeably theatre faced the challenges of and the losses from AIDS head on.
Both here and abroad, independent filmmakers weighed in with their
responses. Television followed somewhat more slowly with made-for-television
films, often of the "disease-of-the-week" genre, and with subplots in sitcoms
and dramatic series. Although the ubiquitous red ribbons became de rigueur
at all social gatherings and awards ceremonies, Hollywood remained silent in
its artistic response to the crisis, despite the deaths from AIDS-related
complications of such well-known stars as Rock Hudson, Amanda Blake,
Anthony Perkins and Brad Davis, and of thousands of less well-known
members of the film industry both in front of and behind the camera.
Hollywood's nonresponse to AIDS reflects its concern for the bottom line.
Terminal illness is not a story line designed to attract large numbers of people
to the local multiplex, even if the film garners favorable responses. The 1983
film Terms ofEndearmentwas a notable exception. Homosexuality also carries
with it a strong taboo that will, conventional wisdom has it, drive viewers away
from rather than have them flock to the box office.
In Philadelphia, Hollywood's first mainstream cinematic response to the
AIDS pandemic, director Jonathan Demme's solution to these difficulties is to
attempt to cast his film as an analysis of prejudice. On ABC News's Nightline
(December 23, 1993), Mike Medavoy, chairman of TriStar, which released the
film, told Ted Koppel that Philadelphia "isn't about AIDS, you know. It isn't an
examination of somebody who has AIDS. We're not sending the public in to
look at, you know, people who have AIDS. What we are looking at, really, is
what happens if you happen to have AIDS." But if we are to take what Demme
attempts and what Medavoy opines at face value, Philadelphia, given what we
end up with on the screen, is a total failure as a film.
As the film opens, Andrew Beckett (Tom Hanks), rising star at Wyant,
Wheeler, Hellerman, Tetlow and Brown, Philadelphia's most prestigious law
firm, is riding high. He first succeeds in getting a nuisance suit against his
client, a construction company, thrown out of court. He is then promoted to
senior associate and handed the firm's biggest client and case to work on
10,

social,

and
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were slow

to

respond
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personally.

Unbeknownst

to his coworkers,

he

is

also gay

and has full-blown

AIDS.

A visit to his doctor's office for some blood work follows his initial courtroom
success. His promotion to senior associate occasions a round of back slapping
and the seemingly innocent query from one of the firm's senior partners:
"What's that on your forehead, pal?" We know or soon learn it is a KS (Kaposi's
sarcoma) lesion; so it turns out does the inquiring senior partner. But Beckett
tries to shrug the purple spot off as a racquetball injury. Soon enough, Beckett
is working frantically at home on the big case, alternating his time between
stints at the word processor and trips to the bathroom. The latter land him in
the hospital. The firm suddenly is the wiser as to what is up. Beckett is fired

on trumped up charges of incompetence just ten days after being promoted to
senior associate and decides to sue his former bosses for AIDS-based discrimination.
Nine lawyers refuse the case, as does initially a tenth, Joe Miller (Denzel
Washington) an ambulance chaser whose commercials flood the television air
,

waves: 'You pay no cash unless you get cash justice." Miller was Beckett's
adversary in the film's opening legal skirmish. Miller's initial refusal is
straightforward. He hates homosexuals. He is terrified of AIDS. As soon as
Beckett leaves his office, Miller runs to his own doctor's office to be reassured
that he could not have caught AIDS from just being in Beckett's presence.
Since his wife, Lisa (Lisa Summerour), has just given birth to their first
daughter, Miller is especially concerned about the contagiousness of AIDS.
Beckett meanwhile wages his crusade singlehandedly "after all I am a lawyer" until Miller
ThejlllTl
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runs into him in a law library where an AIDSphobic
stack attendant

is

trying to get

an obviously very
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S i C k looking Beckett to leave the reading room.
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changes his stance, a bit. He takes the case
matter °f sim pl e justice, though he remains
ic nnt
ic
steadfast in his prejudice against gays. Beckett also
relies on the support of Miguel Alvarez (Antonio
aDOUt
Banderas), his "partner," the film's euphemism for
AIDS.
"lover," and his large multigenerational family.
The case becomes a cause celebre&s the media descend upon the courtroom.
Miller soon has to suffer some snide remarks about his own sexual orientation,
and in a local drug store, a young athlete and law student tries to pick him
up. Miller responds with another homophobic tirade. Then, in one of the films
better gaffs, he struts out of the drugstore with two unpaid-for packages of
disposable diapers under his arm.
The trial begins, and the forces of Wyant, Wheeler close ranks behind their
attorney Belinda Conine (Mary Steenburgen) to argue that they knew nothing
of Beckett's illness. He was fired, they maintain, for incompetence plain and
Miller

As the trial progresses, Beckett's health deteriorates daily.
the night before he is to take the stand, Beckett and Alvarez throw a
costume party which Miller and his wife attend. After the party, Miller stays
simple.

On

behind to conduct a Q&A, but Beckett turns on an aria from the opera Andrea
Chenier and whirls around the living room, IV pole in tow, reveling in the
passion the aria celebrates: "I am Life! I am Oblivion! I am Love!"
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In the courtroom, Beckett himself finally takes the stand. His personal life
for cross examination. He soon collapses in court and is

becomes an issue

when

the jury returns a verdict in his favor awarding him more
in back pay and damages. The next day, he dies,
and the film concludes with a gathering of friends and family to mourn
Beckett's death and celebrate his life.
Part of the problem with Philadelphia is that the film wants to have it both
ways. It both is and is not a film about AIDS. It both is and is not a courtroom
drama. It both is and is not a study of prejudice. But in wanting to have it
both ways, it turns out to be not a good film about AIDS, hardly a riveting
hospitalized

than a half million dollars

courtroom drama, and an unconvincing study of prejudice.
By and large, Philadelphia plays down the medical aspects of AIDS, which
turns out to be an unexpected plus since the film has some problems in getting
its medical facts correct. Consider, for instance, the cumulative effect of the
following sequence in the film. Miller rushes to his doctor in a fit of AIDS panic
after Beckett's initial visit to his office because they have shaken hands. In his
doctor's office, Miller's physician reassures him that AIDS cannot be contracted from casual contact but only through an exchange of bodily fluids.
Medically, so far so good.
But when the doctor wants to draw blood to give Miller an HIV test, Miller
balks. The physician, who has known Miller since childhood, points out that
he does not care a whit about Miller's personal life, so the test is, presumably,

just a sensible precaution. Anyone, straight or gay, who has been sexually
active in the past decade could be HIV positive. Miller, however, refuses the
test and bolts out the door telling the physician to send the bill to his office.
And the scene could be read as implying that heterosexuals do not have to
worry about contracting AIDS, thereby reinforcing the wrongly-held notion
that AIDS is a gay disease. Statistics, of course, readily prove otherwise.
A second potential source of medical misinformation about AIDS comes later
in the film. Wyant, Wheeler and company have decided to attack Beckett's
credibility by uncovering whatever personal dirt they can about him. On the
stand, Conine asks Beckett if he ever had sex in a local pornographic cinema.
Beckett admits to having done so once back in 1984 or 1985 "before anyone
knew all that much about AIDS."
While one could quibble with the historical accuracy of the statement that
1984 or 1985 was too early in the pandemic to know very much about AIDS,
the scene's more jarring subtext is that, while providing no details about what
constituted this sexual act in the cinema, it suggests that it was automatically
an unsafe sexual act (because it was a homosexual act?) or worse yet that it
was an unsafe act from which Beckett contracted AIDS. His lover Alvarez is
let off the hook when we are told that he is not HIV positive.
,

spread AIDS than all
if the encounter
relationship
there
quid
pro
quo
unsafe
sex,
is
not
necessarily
a
involved
contracting
AIDS. If the
one
specific
sexual
encounter
and
a
person's
between
scene is meant to suggest that Wyant, Wheeler's AIDSphobia is rooted in
homophobia, the message gets a bit garbled.
Also, does the fact that Beckett had one such encounter have any effect on
the plot line? Would he be more or less sympathetic if he had numerous such
Clearly, all

homosexual

activity is

heterosexual activity is unlikely to

no more

likely to

spread AIDS. Also, even
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encounters? In trying to see AIDSphobia as a form of homophobia, does not
this scene have the unfortunate consequence of reaffirming what it is trying
to expose as untrue, the falsehood that AIDS and homosexuality are synony-

mous?
Philadelphia is not missing an opportunity to inform its audience
about the medical aspects of AIDS, it proves highly selective in terms of kinds
of information about the disease that it does provide by not including much
information related to the symptoms of AIDS-related diseases and the available treatments for them. Beckett already has full-blown AIDS when the film
opens. We never learn when he was diagnosed with AIDS or when he learned
he was HIV positive, an important medical distinction the film never addresses.
Beckett's most immediately noticeable symptom is a KS lesion on his

When

and other lesions appear and disappear presumably in response
to the various drugs Beckett is taking. The film offers no information about
KS or about these therapies, and while KS is classified as an AIDS-related
opportunistic infection, it is not the most common of those infections. According to the statistics compiled by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), it
occurs at the time of diagnosis in fewer than 20% of gay men with AIDS and
forehead. This

10% of all patients with AIDS. Yet the two persons with AIDS who
have a voice in Philadelphia, Beckett and a heterosexual woman who testifies
on his behalf during the trial, both have KS.
Beckett suffers from weight loss and a lack of energy. He develops diarrhea,
perhaps from internal KS lesions, perhaps from some parasite. Both are likely
enough causes, but neither is pursued in the film. He eventually loses sight
in one eye because of CMV (cytomegalovirus) retinitis. Again the film offers no
discussion or explanation whatsoever about this medical reversal. And again,
the film is picking and choosing without any discernible pattern what aspects
of AIDS it will include. According to other CDC statistics, CMV retinitis occurs
at the point of diagnosis in fewer than 5% of all AIDS patients regardless of
fewer than

their sexual orientation.

Beckett takes a variety of drugs, some by mouth and others by IV. A quick
camera pan of a bulletin board in his apartment reveals a chart showing
medicines and a schedule for taking them. Again, the film offers no explanation
for these bits of information. Other than mentioning KS and CMV, the film
otherwise ignores the alphabet that AIDS, itself an acronym, has spawned:
DDI, DDC, MAI, PCP, DHPG, and so on.
Philadelphia also never suggests how Beckett affords all his medical care.
Presumably, he lost his health coverage when Wyant, Wheeler fired him. His
family does seem to live comfortably. What Alvarez does for a living is never
made clear, although mention is made of the fact that someone has to cover
his class when he rushes to Beckett's hospital bedside. Beckett either lives
alone in or shares a by-no-means-inexpensive apartment or condominium loft
with Alvarez. Yet there is never a hint of the financial difficulties that all too
many people with HIV infection or full-blown AIDS encounter in trying to afford
their very expensive medical treatments, treatments that can run into the
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
There are no "many faces of AIDS" in Philadelphia either. Early in the film,
we do see Beckett receiving treatment in his physician's office surrounded by
other AIDS patients, many obviously more sick than he. The trial does produce
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as a witness on Beckett's behalf a heterosexual woman who contracted AIDS
from a blood transfusion—not, by the way, the most frequent mode of
transmission for heterosexual women—who delivers a brief speech to the effect
that sick people need to be treated like sick people regardless of how they
contracted AIDS. She especially rails at the distinction made by some between
innocent victims of the disease (like herself) and not-so-innocent victims
(homosexuals like Beckett). Otherwise, Beckett and Alvarez's circle of friends
seems a healthy lot, and the film does not include any subplot lines about
other people with AIDS who might be in Beckett's shoes or who more likely
might be even worse off.
The film's approach to its characters is one-dimensional. We learn virtually
nothing about Beckett's personal life, though he is the protagonist in a film
"about what happens if you happen to have AIDS." Alvarez stands by his man
unflinchingly, but we learn so little about their relationship that we do not
even know its longevity. They may share the apartment or loft where a number
of the film's scenes take place, but again we cannot be sure of that fact because
of the film's sketchy treatment of their relationship.
The members of Beckett's family are almost too unbelievably accepting of
his lifestyle, his relationship with Alvarez, his medical condition, and his
decision to pursue the lawsuit. Parents, siblings, nieces, and nephews, aunts
and uncles without a frown or a sneer from any member of the group all
rally to his side. In one scene, the film shows Beckett holding his newly-born
infant niece as a nice counterbalance to Miller's earlier panic that AIDS would
somehow threaten his own daughter after Miller had simply shaken hands
with Beckett.
The villains of the film are a fairly monotonous group; they are with one
exception older, male, and heterosexual. The judge (Charles Napier) gives a
hint of an initial homophobic streak, and Wyant, Wheeler and company
quickly vent their own prejudices. "He brought AIDS into our offices, into our
men's rooms, into our goddamn company picnic," bellows senior partner
Charles Wheeler (Jason Robards).
When Beckett's personal life becomes an issue for cross examination, Miller
plays the same game with the partners and associates from Wyant, Wheeler
asking each of them if they are gay. He elicits from each a firm denial, a liberal
dose of homophobic bilge, a confession of an earlier incident of "fag-bashing"
by one of the senior partners, and the reluctant admission of another that he
thought he knew Beckett was sick but never shared his suspicions with
anyone. Conine is allowed to mutter under her breath that she hates the case.
Otherwise the dominant attitude is a blend of AIDS- and homophobia. A
bartender and his patrons express disgust with "tootie fruities." A picketer
confronts Beckett and Miller yelling, "Adam and Eve! Not Adam and Steve!"
Homophobia coupled with AIDSphobia drives Miller early in the film. He
sees both homosexuality and AIDS as threats to his sense of his own
masculinity: "I don't want to mess around with anyone with more hair on his
chest than me.... What these guys do is disgusting." His antagonisms do not
totally change in the course of the film, though he ends up being better on
AIDS than he does on homosexuality. When Beckett and Alvarez throw a
costume party that Miller and his wife attend, the camera nicely juxtaposes
two scenes. Beckett and Alvarez close dance together, though a bit too stiffly,

—

—
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as do Miller and his wife, but the look on Miller's face when he watches Beckett
and Alvarez dancing bespeaks volumes about his continuing response to
homosexuality.
In their last encounter, Miller does sit on the dying Beckett's bedside to talk
with him and in another nice touch adjusts his oxygen mask for him, a giant
step in AIDS education for someone who had earlier recoiled at a simple
handshake. But we never quite know what Miller has or has not learned from
his relationship with Beckett. Have any of his initial attitudes really changed
all that much?

Contributing to our confusion about Miller's final stance is one of the film's
most talked about and most confusing scenes. After the costume party,
rehearse Beckett's testimony with him. Instead of
conducting the expected Q&A, Miller gets a taste of opera, specifically Maria
Callas singing the aria "O mama morta" from Umberto Giordano's Andrea
Chenier, hardly a piece a general film audience would recognize. Demme
shoots the scene from above with red gel covering the lights. As Beckett
translates the words of the aria for Miller, he dances around his apartment in
an ever-increasing frenzy with IV pole in tow. Clearly disconcerted by Beckett's
performance and about the aria's message about the need for passion in life,
Miller rushes home and embraces his wife and daughter as the strains of the
Miller stays

behind

to

aria continue to play.

a muddle from start to finish. The red lighting suggests
something out of Poe's "Masque of Red Death," which in both story and film
form does have some tangential bearing on the AIDS pandemic. Furthermore,
Beckett never shows anything approaching the passion he does in this scene
elsewhere in the film. His relationship with Alvarez seems almost platonic.
Early in the film they kiss once on the lips very briefly, they dance together at
the costume party, and Alvarez kisses the tips of Beckett's fingers when he is
about to die. The scene also runs the risk of simply playing, with no apparent
purpose, to the stereotype that associates homosexual men with opera. How
it functions as some great epiphany for Beckett or Miller or, most importantly,
for the audience is never clear. Cinematographically, the film is also annoying
in its overuse of close ups and of a distorted camera angle (and sound track)
when Beckett takes the stand to suggest what might be some form of
AIDS-related dementia on his part.

The scene

is

Toanbe

fair, Philadelphia brings with it a heavy burden. It must make up for
industry's past neglect, and it must live up to the incredible pre-release
hype it has received. Unfortunately, it does neither well. It is difficult to
determine who the audience for this film really is, and it is even more difficult

have on anyone or anything. Could Demme have
fully understood the burden of his film.
That art is political is a truism. Sadly, that disease is political in the case of
AIDS is also a truism. A film about AIDS has then a double political burden.
But as a work of art, it also has an obligation to be true. It has no obligation
to be palatable. Too often Philadelphia chooses the palatable over the true. It
to tell

what effect the

film will

made a better film? Yes, but only if he
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consistently on the wrong side of a delicate line. Rather than appealing to
audience, rather than attempting to lead them to an understanding of an
important set of issues, it panders to them. Its medical facts are highly selective
if not misleading. Its presentation of Beckett's legal dilemma is outdated. Ten
years ago, AIDS-based discrimination was a new field of law. Now, the ACLU
has championed cases of AIDS-based discrimination nationally. The AIDS Law
Project of Pennsylvania has its offices within the shadows of the real skyscrapers that house the fictional firm of Wyant, Wheeler. The film's interpersonal
dimensions are also dishonest. Joe and Lisa Miller are afforded a complexity
and intimacy of relationship totally denied Beckett and Alvarez.
is

its

no space here to survey other films about AIDS, and there are
such films. But one previous AIDS film does deserve mention
because it does so well where Philadelphia does not. Originally made for
Britain's Central TV, subsequently shown in this country on the HBO channel,
and now available on videotape, the 1987 film Intimate Contact directed by
Waris Hussein concerns a heterosexual British business man (played by
Daniel Massey) who contracts the HIV virus from a prostitute while on a
business trip to New York and goes on the develop full-blown AIDS.
Intimate Contact tells his story and that of his friends and family. Some
friends betray him; others stand by him. His son, aThatcheriteTory, abandons
him; his wife and daughter do not. And still the film finds room, to introduce
a variety of characters who also have AIDS: a hemophiliac child, a woman who
—
—
;
has been an IV drug user, a young
.
gay man. Intimate Contact pre- It does TlOt inform; it does
sents a series of believable people j\Ot prod; it does TlOt edllThere

is

several very good

inbelievablesituations.lt is enter-

taming; it is informative. It gets its
medical facts correct, and its treatment of the complex human di-

mensions surrounding AIDS is
right on target. But, most importantly, unlike Jonathan Demme's
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film Shamelessly and
shamefully manipulates

grosses of any film released early its audience's emotions.
in 1994, Philadelphia has become
a hit at the box office. It has also earned five nominations for Academy
Awards two for best song and one each for original screenplay, makeup, and
best actor (Tom Hanks). Bruce Springsteen did win an Academy Award for his
song, "Streets of Philadelphia," and Tom Hanks did win the Oscar for best
actor, delivering an acceptance speech that more honestly and forthrightly
addressed the issues of AIDS and homophobia than the film in which he
starred. Such success does not, however, make Philadelphia a good film. It
does not inform; it does not prod; it does not educate; it does not lead its
audience to any new depths of understanding or compassion. Rather, the film
shamelessly and shamefully manipulates its audience's emotions. If we weep
at the end of the film, we weep for likeable screen idol Tom Hanks, last year
sleepless in Seattle and this year dying in the City of Brotherly Love. Sadly,
the film misses what could have been an opportunity to raise the national

—
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consciousness about AIDS and to prod the national conscience about the
treatment of persons with AIDS. Philadelphia could and should have been a
breakthrough. In the final analysis, now well into the second decade of the
AIDS pandemic, it represents more of a step backward than anything else.
In making Philadelphia, Jonathan Demme might well have taken a cue from
Intimate Contact and from a comment by the late Vito Russo, whose Celluloid
Closet chronicled the history of gays and lesbians in film: "It's not AIDS that's
killing us. It's homophobia." Hollywood, an industry notorious for its cowardice
in addressing social issues, has yet to weigh in with an appropriate artistic
response to a disease that continues to decimate the industry's own ranks, let
alone kill and affect millions of people worldwide.*
*For his insightful commentary on and judicious editing of this essay, I am grateful to Brother
William Eiler Hall, F.S.C., my colleague in La Salle University's Department of Communication.
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MARTIN GALVIN

Prevision
Because he did not know he did not have
to watch, Abel saw the end of Abel coming,
saw Cain swing the club for practice
and to get it all down to a science,

saw

the

watched

swung wood cross the surprised air,
this new thing approach even to

the contact, the soft skin parting, the eye-

brows printing themselves on a knuckle
of the club, the bone swinging in
like a door to welcome death into the brain
because the world and he had never known
such a visitor before, what it looked like,
how it smelled like Eden just before a rain,
the moist richness gathered into bloom,
and crisp and full of tiny bones that walked
a little while down his throat, how it sat
down at its own ease to oversee the work
of making something new of paradise.
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MARTIN GALVIN

Mating Owls
Here's a lie I like to remember on a cold night
sleep slumps along an hour behind

when

me and would
to the

I
rather not be talking aloud
blank and beckoning sky. Owls,

a wise guy told

me

gets as cold as

it

But

at that

once, only mate when the place
can get in the heart of ice.

one chance they do

it

in pockets of curled leaves, in the

on the limbs of elm,
unsteady palm

of air above the fallen elderberry leaves.

The wood

itself

takes on their must.

Such heat

hurries in the sky in those woods that spring itself
its season, like any twelve-

jump-starts

charged.

volt, fully
itself

My own jalopy

sparks

on the edge of a stand of juniper,

starts

like I dream of motors, fully tuned. O.K.,
you see the flaw. How come the owls know

what's coldest now will not get colder later? I'd hoot
out loud, the way I work it out. If I were an owl, I'd shout
for joy at
I'd live

approaching autumn, pray for an early freeze.
season of ice, as warm as I want to be, as wise.

my
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MARTIN GALVIN

Freshman Year
Wednesday mornings, after Mass,
the giggle of the sophomore girls hot
as purgatory on our freshman ears,
we'd leg it up the hill away from all
that heat toward the certainties of first
year science, Algebra, amo, amas, amat

Our school was just a mile from the valley
school where the girls pretended they
would all be nuns. We learned our lessons
there, some of them, high on the coal
slag side of Manayunk, twenty minutes west
of Philadelphia's City Hall and Billy Penn,
his iron eye, his

Quaker

hat, his history.

We

chased our breaths up the winter hill,
heartsick only for the cream-filled doughnuts
waiting with our Gallic Wars for us to mouth
with hungers old as battlefields each time.
I have eaten nothing since as rich
with sin denied as those baked bribes
of Brother Hausfeld, who also showed

us how to mend equations, how to find
the area of a trapezoid, and, later,

how to die. The girls are gray now, fat
with grandkids and the century. But that
was 1950 and the war was over years ago,
and the Philly hills that didn't run up, ran down.
And all that winter long, the snow gave like sugar
doughnuts, topping our hunger, hiding our tracks.
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A Story by
AMANDA FINLEY

My
e

Cat, His

became as

close as

w;My

cat, his dog.

We

him when

we

Dog
did,

I

think, because

we each had a dying

pet.

We had that in common.
was

thirteen,

killed.

He was

from the pound, just after our other cat
white, except for a whisper of black on
his forehead that Dad noticed. Mom decided we should name him Caspar. Like

was

got

hit

by a car and

I

all

the ghost.

friends. They set us up on a blind date. Katie said that
people and that she thought we'd make a good couple. I
was nervous, but said okay.
The first thing I noticed were his eyes. Big hazel eyes with thick, unruly
lashes. He was good looking, I decided. Not great. A little shorter than me. A
bit thick around the middle. But those eyes. Who could argue with those eyes?
I

met Paul through

we were both good

He had

the biggest pink ears we'd ever seen. He'd sleep on the window sill
warm sun, and his ears would glow pink as the light
shone through them. But just like a puppy who grows into his paws, Caspar
eventually grew into those ears.
in the dining room, in the

We didn't date for very long. Four months. Too much power stuff going on.
Who was right and who was wrong? Who would give in and who would get his
way? Whose opinion would prevail?
We had a big fight once about "whoever" and "whomever." It wasn't solved
until we looked in a grammar book. Only then could we let it go. We weren't
very good at compromise. Or at letting the unimportant slide.
By the way, won that one. But he wouldn't admit it.
We broke up just after my twenty-ninth birthday. It wasn't a surprise to
either one of us. He hadn't even wished me a happy birthday.
I

Caspar could sometimes be a real pain in the neck. Mostly about food. He
always had to know what we were eating. He'd sit in the fourth chair at the
dining table, which would have otherwise been empty, stretch his head as far
above table-level as he could, and sniff. That wasn't the bad part. I thought
that part was actually pretty damn cute. But sometimes he got carried away
and he'd stick a paw or two on the table, as if he were getting ready to walk

"
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my salmon, or whatever. And if you got up
a glass of water or something, you had to go fast, or else he'd be in your
plate before you got back. The worst was when I ate dinner in the living room,
in front of the TV, on the coffee table. The coffee table was a perfect height for
him. And he'd sniff and sniff. Stick his nose right in my plate. Or else watch
right across to Dad's spaghetti, or
to get

me

pleadingly as
also shed a

He

But

I

didn't

I

took every single

bite.

lot.

mind

at

all.

Paul and I saw each other again two months after we broke up. We went to
a movie and then took Chinese food back to his apartment. We were seeing if
we could be friends. But we didn't talk much. I felt ill at ease, uncertain. Being
friends seemed an almost preposterous idea, considering how badly we'd
gotten along as lovers.

In ninth grade, my best friend and I used to draw multi-colored spots on his
nose just to watch him go cross-eyed. Mom yelled at us and made us wash off

his nose.

snowed the next time we got together. Crazy winter. The greatest snowfall
happened after the official first day of spring.
We were at one of the city's regular Sunday flea markets, outside, when it
started to snow. I tilted my head back to let the flakes fall flat on my face. They
looked dirty dusty as they fell through the white sky. My cheeks tingled where
the snow landed. I wanted to stretch my arms wide and dance. I'd waited all
It

of the year

winter for

this.

He turned

the heat on high, at

my request, when we

finally

returned to his

We

plunked down on the sofa with glasses of white wine, and
watched the snow through the window. We could just make out the Empire
State Building through the haze.
apartment.

When was
I

nineteen,

I

walked barefoot

in the

snow

to see

what

it felt

like

to Caspar.

My

feet went numb.
Caspar shook his paws with each step as he walked through snow. I'd always
assumed he was trying to rid his fur of snow that was stuck. But after my
walk, I decided he was trying to shake back feeling.

"Hello?"
"Hi. It's Paul.

Just calling

to

check

in.

How're

—

your new thing?"
"What?"
"Calling me on Sunday mornings to "check in?" That's what you said last
week, too."
"Is this
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did?"
"Yup."
"Oh, well then I guess it is."
"Good. I kind of like it."
"Good. I'll be sure to keep doing it then."
"Do. I'd like that."
'You got it."
"Good."
"Okay. So now that we've established that, Abby, how've you been?'
"I

He seemed always
"Hello!" I'd

to recognize

shout upstairs

to

me

Mom,

as soon as I walked in the front door.
since it was usually Dad who picked me

And before I'd even had a chance to place down my
hang up my coat, Caspar would be at my feet. Smiling up at me.
He'd move sinuously, sensuously through and around my legs, rubbing up
against my ankles and calves, saying hello. Then with a thud, he'd lie down
on the rug, begging me to rub his fat, squishy belly. Which, of course, I always
did. Rub his belly and his chin, grab hold of a back paw and shake it gently,
playfully, kiss him smack dab on the fattest part of his tummy, all the while
cooing to him. "Roily poley jello," I'd say, and he'd roll back and forth, from left
to right, somehow maneuvering his weight over and around, wiggling and
wriggling on his back. And when we had finished our loving hello, he'd follow
me around the house until he got tired and decided to nap at the foot of my
bed. Mom told me he never slept there when I wasn't home.
up

at the train station.

duffel or

Paul's dog, Milton, was a much-loved chocolate Lab. He'd been a gift to the
Meyersons the summer before Paul's sophomore year at Yale, a gift from an
aunt who decided the family's huge yard needed a dog in it. They named the

puppy

after Milton Berle, Paul's dad's favorite comedian. I never quite understood the connection, but it seemed to make perfect sense to Paul.
By the time I got to know Paul, Milton was very old. Thirteen for a dog,
ninety- one for a person. I never did get to meet Milton, but I heard a lot about
him. I heard a lot about his dying.

The guy to my right, Clark, was kind of interesting. Funny looking, yes, but
smart and quirky. We started with the usual "Are you a friend of Katie's or
Sam's? What did you think of the ceremony? She's a beautiful bride, don't you
think?" Blah blah. We talked a while about architecture, since he was an
architect, and then about why I chose to go into social work. We talked about
our homes. "Do you like living in New York? How on earth did you wind up in
Minneapolis?" And like that. Easy conversation. Clark made some good jokes,

—

too.

And then I looked up, across the table, and discovered that Paul was
watching me. Had been watching me for a while, could tell. Not jealously.
But admiringly. His dreamy, drunken smile gave it away. Our eyes locked. We
stared at one another. Transfixed, connected, smiling awkwardly. God, he
I

"
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looked handsome. Cheeks glowing, eyes sparkling. It was confusing. We'd
come to the wedding together because neither had a real date to ask. And there
we were flirting, attracted. Staring at each other across the table.
I grew embarrassed, and broke the gaze. Looked away, down, pretending to
suddenly notice the centerpiece of pink flowers. I could feel myself starting to
blush.

Caspar and I had a game that we played, that we made up together. We
it a lot, actually. It was kind of like hide 'n' go seek, but it was more a
game of mutual pursuit than of hiding and finding. Like Tag, sort of.
We'd set out going in the same direction around the hallway loop that ran
through the rooms downstairs, connecting the kitchen with the dining room,
and so on. We'd be going in a circle, but at different speeds.
The game really began when we'd lost sight of each other. We could each
keep going in the same direction, or turn around and go the other way, if we
wanted. The point was to sneak up behind the other without being seen. I'd
grab the tip of his white tail, or he'd give a tiny little meow behind me. "Got
played

ya!
I

I won."
think he

We

was

better at the

game than was.
I

much. It was uncomfortable. I was reminded of the long
had when we were dating, and decided that I must have been
tipsy at Katie and Sam's wedding, being attracted to Paul again, and all that.
Or maybe it was just because the setting there was so romantic. Don't most
single people feel a hungry kind of loneliness at weddings? Wondering if it will
ever happen to them? Probably that's what was going on between me and Paul.
I was trying hard to convince myself, but I was far from certain about any
didn't talk

silences we'd

of it.

'You know, Abby. ..." He was looking down at his plate, pushing the chicken
saag into a neat pile with the tip of his fork, distractedly doodling with his food.
"Oh, never mind."
"What?"
"Forget it."
"No, you can't do that. What were you going to say?" He kept staring at his
plate. "C'mon, Paul. You can't just
"All right, I'll tell you. What I was going to say...." He stopped mid-thought,
clearly uncomfortable. And then, as if hoping I'd let him off the hook, asked,

—

"Honest?"
"Well, of course honest."

He placed down his fork and sighed deeply, as if in preparation.
"I really wanted to kiss you last weekend." He paused and
studied me. Gauging my reaction, guessed. Deciding it was okay to go on.
"Actually, it was all could do to keep from kissing you.
"But you're the only close woman friend have, Abby. And was afraid of
screwing that up. just didn't.
don't want to lose your friendship, that's all.
It means a lot to me."
'Yeah, okay."

And finally he

said,

I

I

I

I

.

.

.1

I
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'Yeah,

me too,

Paul."

I

was kind

of relieved. "All of what

you

said."

And kind

of disappointed.

was Caspar's birthday. He was turning sixteen. We'd had him
It was hard to believe.
Caspar was a holiday cat. Born on the first of May. May Day.
It

for sixteen

years.

And every year, I sang to him. If I couldn't be with him, I'd call. Mom would
hold the phone to his ear, and I'd sing him Happy Birthday. Mom told me he'd
listen

and

purr.

This year my parents were away on vacation, and Caspar was boarded at
the vet. I was forced to leave my happy birthday message on the answering
machine.

We didn't know a soul, except Katie and Sam. But that was okay. I think we
actually liked it that way. There was no one we had to impress. We were free
to get lost in ourselves.
Every detail dripped elegance. Crystal and silver, champagne and crudites,
tuxes and sequined black, a jazz quartet, the view. Katie had known her law
firm would do it up right its twenty-fifth anniversary, after all. And that's why

—

she'd wanted us to be there, why she'd worked to get our names secretly added
to the final guest list. We'd never even been clients.
It was the first time Paul and I had ever seen one another dressed in black
tie. I, for one, found it kind of startling. He looked more handsome in his tuxedo
than I'd ever seen him. And more sexy. Adult. I wore my slinky black sleeveless
with the short flippy skirt, and felt good. Paul said I looked good. Looked great,
actually, is what I think he said.
"More champagne, Miss?" asked a waiter in white tails. "Sir?"
'Yes, thank you."
"Cheers." We clinked glasses. Crystal flutes. And like bells, they sang.
Paul and I were far more aware of one another than of anyone or anything
else in the room. Standing in clusters before dinner, talking with Katie and
Sam, or with people to whom we had just been introduced, the cocktail-conversation was both a distraction and the welcome cause that held us close.
And closer and closer we stood. No, it's not my imagination. Brushing up
fingers momentarily intertwining, then letting go.
against one another,
Tempted. Testing. Can I? Should I? What's going on here? Side by side. Bodies
touching. I can smell him. I'm getting dizzy. Then reality again. J ought to say
something. But who are these people? And what are we talking about? I had
no idea. My cheeks grew hot. I tried to remind myself that Paul and I were just
friends.

then, after dinner, during presentations and toasts, Paul and I snuck
out onto the balcony overlooking Central Park. We weren't alone. A smattering
of others stood softly shadowed, speaking in gentle hushed voices. I moved
past them, to the edge of the balcony, and leaned onto the chest-high parapet,
enjoying the night, the air, the sound of leaves rustling in the cooling breeze.
And then he was there. Behind me. Close. His hand on my bare left shoulder,
caressing. And it all started again. The swirl of confusion, the pressures of

And

—

.
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temptation, the cry of caution. I felt my heart pounding, pounding so hard I
thought it would leap out of my chest. The world shrunk down to just the two
of us. I became oblivious to all else. I wanted desperately to turn around and
kiss him. But I can't kiss him. Musn't kiss him. We decided. Because of the
friendship. But I really want to. A kiss on the mouth. Hard. I'm dying to. Don't
risk

it,

Abby.

Well,

changed his mind.

harm

could.

.

Maybe he's
maybe he wants to, too. But we discussed
a kiss. And how would I know? A simple kiss. What
it.

It's just

.

"Hey, Sweetie," he said, giving

my shoulder a squeeze.

"Let's

go back inside."

My mother was working in her studio when Caspar started scratching at
the door. Making sounds like he wanted to come in. Mom was too engrossed
in what she was doing though, so she ignored him. But Caspar kept at it, kept
working to get her attention, scratching, growling. And eventually, he was
successful.
When Mom opened the door to her studio, there sat Caspar, proud as could
be, with a green garden snake dangling from either side of his mouth.
Paul was talking to his dad. I was on the sofa flipping through an L.L. Bean
catalogue. He started laughing hysterically. When he hung up the phone, he
told me that Milton had grown too old always to wait until morning, and had
crapped all over the kitchen floor in the middle of the night the night before.
The smell woke up Paul's dad. He went downstairs to investigate, and wound
up cleaning the kitchen in the middle of the night. Later, when he was back
in bed, the kitchen cleaned, Dad continued to smell dog shit in a really active

way. He turned on his bedside light, and discovered that he had unknowingly
stepped in Milton's shit and had soiled his own bed.
Paul thought it was hysterical. I thought it was gross.

Caspar had become forgetful. We wondered if cats grew senile. It was the
basement, in particular. There was something about the basement.
Caspar would sit forever in front of the door leading down to the basement
and sit and sit. And anytime one of us would walk by, he'd look up with those
pleading green eyes. Sometimes he let out the teeniest of meows as if to say
"pretty please."

He wanted someone to open the basement door for him. Not because he
wanted to go downstairs. He had no intention of going into the basement. Or
so it seemed. Apparently, he wanted only to see what it looked like down there.
More often than not, one of us would go ahead and open the door. Caspar
would then eagerly edge over to the top of the stairs, peer down into the
basement, and as though he'd seen nothing of interest, would turn, dejectedly,
with a curt little flick of his tail, and walk away.
And in minutes, he'd be back. We guessed he'd already forgotten what lay
lurking behind the door.

####
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Paul and

I

We pretended it was out of
and Sam took the sofa bed, after all,
the house. And sleeping on the floor was

shared a bed in the Hamptons.

necessity, that

we had no

choice. Katie

and there was only one other bed in
out of the question; there were no carpets.
I claimed the side of the bed closest to the bathroom.
That night, comfy under the covers, I was trying to read New York magazine
while Paul lay on his right side, propped up on his elbow, watching me.
"It's hard to read, you know, when you're being studied," I told him.
"Oh, okay. I'll stop, then. Sorry." He rolled over and pulled the blanket up
around his

chin.

"Goodnight, Ab," he said.
"G'night, Paulie. Sleep well." I tried to read. I pretended to be engrossed in
the article. But I kept reading the same paragraph over and over.
A few minutes later, Paul rolled back over, towards me, and pushed up onto
his elbow again.
"I'm not going to

And there

it

was.

I

be able to

fall

asleep, Ab, until

I

give

you a

kiss,"

he

said.

knew what he meant. He wasn't asking me for a goodnight
He wanted a kiss. A real, honest-to-God kiss. The thing I'd

kiss on the cheek.
been waiting for, tempted

by. Afraid of. It would change everything.
"Okay," I finally agreed. He leaned over and gave me a tender, lingering kiss
on the mouth, then pulled his face away and looked at me. I at him. We could
both see that it was okay. He gave me a second kiss, more sure than the first.
And even my toes tingled. I put the magazine down. Paul moved closer, then
reached over my head and turned off the lamp.
I was happy. Things felt right. Things were finally as they should be.

Caspar had lost a lot of weight. I was the first to notice. I pointed it out to
mother. She took him to the vet. They weighed him there and found I'd
been right. They did lots of tests. His thyroid was okay, but he was anemic.
He had early kidney failure and his pancreas wasn't working. He had to go on
a special diet. We had to put enzymes in his food. We had to give him iron
twice a day.
It had started. The rest would come very quickly.

my

We

agreed to go slowly, cautiously. Neither wanted to hurt or be hurt. The
time we dated had been a near disaster. We both remembered that fact
pretty clearly. And we didn't want to damage the friendship. That was the main
thing. Even if the romance fails, we said, let's preserve the friendship.
Two Sundays later, however, despite our best intentions, we spent the entire
day in bed, sipping beer from brown bottles and listening to James Taylor.
first

About an hour north of the city, while on a late-summer-Sunday scenic drive
along the Hudson, Paul began talking to me about his dog. Milton had
pneumonia. And was having a rough time fighting it off. The vet had had the
dog on a succession of different medications but was having trouble finding

"
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one that fought the pneumonia without also upsetting Milton's stomach. Paul
had begun to run out of hope.
"Are you okay?" I asked him. He seemed detached. His voice was flat, without
the depth of sadness I would have expected. I was worried about him.
"Oh, well, you know...." Paul furrowed his brow, shook his head slightly,
and continued to stare out the front window. "Not really. But there's not a
goddamned thing I can do. He's an old dog. And eventually this shit just
happens."
'Yeah." We were both silent for a few minutes. I thought of Paul and Milton,
then Caspar and death, loss. And all of a sudden, from out of the blue, Paul
started telling

"Hi.

me

stories of his high school wrestling team.

What're you doing? Are you busy?"

"No, I'm not really doing anything.

Watching the news,

is all."

"Can I come over?"
"Is something wrong?"
"Mom took Caspar back to the vet today. She found a huge welt on his back
leg, which turns out is an infected puncture wound. On top of everything else,
poor thing was bitten by something. And he may need an operation. As dumb
as it is, I mean, it's just my cat, you know? But dumb as it is, I feel really
scared and sad. I just want to be with you. Can I come over?"
'That's what I'm here for, Ab."

was wonderful. Like a log cabin, sort of, in the middle of the woods. Rustic.
Browns and greens and dappled sunlight. Wood and moss, pines and
bird song. Calm. A rich smell of moist rot, the accompanying promise of new
It

Private.

growth. Three little turtles on a log in the back pond.
"Well?" Paul and his brother had been house hunting upstate for a couple
of months when they asked me to join them one weekend. Paul wanted my
opinion on one that they especially liked.
"You're kidding, right?" I asked. 'This place is incredible."
"Really? You think it would be a good place to spend time?"
"No question, Paulie."
'Yeah? Would you be happy living here?"
"Well, absolutely,

but

—

"Better stick with me then, Babycakes."
turned on his heels, and walked away.

And

with that, he grinned widely,

We let him outside one Sunday morning after breakfast. He moved away
from the door slowly, pained, fragile, reminding me of the little old ladies who
take forever to cross the street.

We called for him at lunch time. He didn't come home.
We called again a couple of hours later. Still he didn't show.
We looked in his favorite places. He wasn't there.
We started to think he had gone off to die. Mom started crying.
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Just before dinner, Mom and Dad and I searched the yard one more time.
Turned that yard upside down. Dad Anally found him on the edge of the
property, sitting low, hidden, in a tangle of ivy. We were relieved. He was okay.

He just wasn't himself anymore.

I was away on Paul's birthday. His thirty-second.
didn't want to be. I felt
bad about it. But I didn't have much choice. The trip had been planned for
I

months.

My college roommate and I met up in Los Angeles, drove up the coast in a
rented convertible, and hung out in San Francisco for a while. Spent two weeks
doing California. Gorgeous California. Dramatic, colorful, sunny California.
The trip was amazing. Molly and I had an absolute blast. But I kept thinking
I missed him a lot. Romantic California.
him first on Tuesday morning. My third day away. Even as the alarm
announced eight o'clock, I grabbed the phone off the bedside table and called
him at work. We talked for almost twenty minutes. It was good. It was a lot of
fun. I floated through the rest of the morning, giddy, and told Molly lots of

about Paul.
I

called

Paul-stories.

We arrived in San Francisco six days later, on Paul's birthday. I called him
as soon as we had checked into our motel room. I was afraid he'd already be
out celebrating and that I'd have to leave a message. But he answered.
"Hi! It's you!" I was so excited to reach him I think \ actually squealed.
"Happy birthday!"
"Hey, Abby," he chuckled. "Where are you?" I told him we had just arrived
in San Francisco, and then again wished him a happy birthday.
'Well, thank you. It was sweet of you to remember." I told him of course I'd
remember how could I forget? and then asked about his plans to celebrate.
He told me he was meeting his family for a simple dinner downtown. Then he
asked about my trip. So I told him about Big Sur, which was my favorite, and
about the aquarium in Monterey, about the coastline and the sunshine, and
about how much fun Molly and I were having catching up. I told him I missed

—

—

him. Stuff like that.
But he sounded kind of funny. He didn't seem to enjoy my stories. He didn't
sound really glad to hear from me. He didn't say that he missed me back. He

seemed distracted.
got off the phone. I tried to tell myself that I'd reached
I was puzzled when
him at a bad time, that he was late for his family birthday-dinner, or that he
had just gotten home from work, tired, stressed. Something like that. It sort
of worked. But deep down, I'knew something had changed.
I

I

couldn't

was already
'You're

make

it

My

"Oh."
Pause.

dinner that night, and he told

busy tomorrow night?" asked.
seeing Katie and Sam." The

me

the rest of his

week

I

"Well.... I'm

friends.

for

full.

friends.

friends who'd introduced us. His
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"Okay.

guess we can make

I

it

a foursome," he

finally

conceded.

"No, no, no. The three of you had plans, I don't want to intrude
weren't planning.... What about Saturday? Saturday night?"
"Urn, okay. Yeah, that'll

"Hello? This

he

is

on

that.

You

be okay. Saturday."

Abigail Roth."

me."
"Oh, hi."
"Hey, instead of tomorrow night, can
"Hi,"

"No.

said.

"It's

have plans,"

I

I

lied. "Sorry."

I

I see you during the day?"
wanted to spend the evening with him,

not the afternoon.
"Oh, okay. Tomorrow night then." Pause. "So what's new?"
"New?" It was odd that he wanted to chat during the work day. "Not much.
Work is keeping me busy. I'm having a crazy-busy day here. What's new with
you?"
Somehow, I already knew.
"Oh, a bunch of stuff. Those changes at work that I told you about? They're
turning out to be really good for me. And, I don't know, other things. I can tell

you when

I

see you."

'Tell me now. What else is new, Paul?" We were both quiet
a moment.
"We have something to talk about when we get together, that's all."
"No, Paul. I have the feeling we have something to talk about now." I took a
chance. "What's her name?" There was a long silence. "Paul? What's her

"No,"

I

pushed.

for

name?"
"Claudia."

I was going to be over there anyway, so I called and asked if I could come
pick up my stuff. He said yeah, sure. There wasn't much a toothbrush, a
book, my favorite nightshirt but I wanted it back. I wanted to return the green
sweater I'd borrowed, too. I got a friend of mine to wait for me down in his
lobby while I went up. I thought I might get upset seeing him.
It was different, of course. Already. Only four days later. Four days since
he'd told me, and we'd already lost a lot. Our hello was very stiff. Neither one
of us smiled. No kiss on the cheek, no hug. It wouldn't be easy any more.
"Here," I said as I abruptly held out his sweater, awkward, not knowing quite
what else to do. "This is yours."
"Oh yeah," he said, glancing at the sweater and nodding in recognition.
"Thanks. Your things are there." He pointed to a plastic Gristedes bag on the
armchair. "Do you want to just take them and go? Or can you stay for a few

—

minutes?"
I thought about
stay.

I

—

it.
wasn't sure it was a smart thing to do, but I agreed to
knew my friend downstairs wouldn't mind too much. She'd brought the
I

newspaper along

to read while she waited.
steered me to his dining table. We sat on opposite sides, facing one
another, like at a board meeting or an interrogation. I wondered why we didn't

He

sit

on his

sofa,

but

I

didn't say anything.
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We were silent. We both made faces like: "Well, I really wish you'd say
something." Lifting our eyebrows, smirking. I looked around the room for some
sign of Claudia, hoping but terrified I would find it. A barrette, lipstick,
something. A woman in a nearby apartment started singing opera. Paul
seemed to take that as his cue.
"So," he began, "what's been going on?" I looked at him hard, incredulous.
"Other than the obvious, I mean."
"Other than the obvious? Not a whole hell of a lot, Paul."
"But what?"
I just shook my head and kept staring at him.
"C'mon, Abby," he said impatiently.
"C'mon, what?"
"Please don't do this."
"Do what, Paul?"
"What you're doing being so.... Talk to me, Ab."
"I don't have anything to say to you right now."
"Nothing?"
"Nothing I want to go into yet."
He shrugged.
"Then why the hell are you here?"

—

"I

came

to get

my nightshirt."

"But you're still here."
'You asked me to stay, Paul. This is ridiculous. You asked me to stay,
remember? Maybe you're the one who. .who should. Why did you ask me to
.

.

.

.

stay?"

"Because I want to talk
"Then go ahead. Talk."
'Well, no,

just.

.

it's

.wanted

not like

to...just

to you."

I

He seemed embarrassed

have... I

to talk like

mean,

we used

to say so.

there's nothing in particular.

to."

Pause.

"I

want us

to

I

go back to

being friends, Abby."
Oh.
Friends, huh?
Damn. I was hoping he'd tell me he'd made a big mistake and
he wanted, after all. But friends? It was too soon to say.
"Milton's dead,"
I

flinched.

he

that

it

was me

said.

And squeezed my

eyes so tightly closed

my

ears buzzed.

I

didn't

know what to do. wanted to comfort him. wanted to hug him or put my
hand on his arm. I wanted to love him. But I couldn't. I couldn't anymore.
wanted to be his friend and help him through the loss of his dog. But didn't
know how anymore. didn't know anymore how to be his friend. Or even if I
I

I

I

I

I

was

his friend.

'Tell me, Paul," I finally said, opening
happened?"
"It was the pneumonia. He couldn't fight

fight

my
it.

eyes to look at him. "What

He was

too old

and too weak

it."

"Did you have him put to sleep?"
"My mother did, yeah. My mother was with him."
"Paulie, I'm really sorry.

I

know how much you

loved Milton."

to
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'Yeah." His eyes reddened slightly and I could see he was fighting back tears.
"He was a good fellow."
We sat quiet and still for several minutes. I didn't know what else to say.
The neighbor was still singing.
"So, what do you think, Abby?" Paul finally said. "About being friends?"

Ten days later, we put Caspar down.
He'd grown skeletal. Watching him walk was like watching a skeleton walk,
like in the film strips they show you in fifth grade science class. He had almost
no appetite. And what he ate, he couldn't digest. His eyes grew sunken. The
pink of his ears dulled. His white coat greyed under the dirt he no longer
cleaned away. He still loved to be loved, to be petted and brushed and talked
to. But it hurt to be picked up. He'd groan when we picked him up. He stopped
smiling.

We

conferred with the vet. She said it was time.
Caspar and I grew up together. He just got old faster.
I decided I would go in with him. He'd been a best friend for so many years
that the least I could do was be with him during his final moments.
I gave him a tour his last night. He was too weak to go upstairs anymore,
so I gave him a tour, a this-is-your-life. Despite his protests, I picked him up
from out of his wicker bed, and carried him around the house.
'This is where you used to sleep, remember? This is where you used to curl
up with us when we watched TV, remember? This is the fireplace you used to
sleep in front of to be warm, remember? This is the window sill where you used
to sleep in the sun when we first got you. This is the spot in the hallway where
you used to sit so you could watch everything that went on, remember? This
is Mom and Dad's room where you used to hide under the bed in thunder
storms. This is the spot where you sometimes threw up. This is my room,
Caspar. Do you remember it? We used to spend a lot of time here together.
This is the door you scratched at when you wanted in, remember? This is my
closet you loved to explore. And this is my bed. You used to sleep with me in
this bed, and would roll around on the floor over here for me to rub your
tummy. Do you remember?"
At 9:32 the next morning, the vet called us in from the waiting room. I
clutched my cat close. I'd been crying for twenty-four hours straight, it seemed,
but suddenly it got even worse. Were we doing the right thing? Was there
something we hadn't thought of to save him? Had I said everything to Caspar
that I wanted to say? Was there anything left undone?
The assistant took him from my arms. A weak, pathetic moan rattled from
his throat. She placed him on his side on the white enamel table and shaved
clean a spot on his back leg. I took Caspar's head in my hands and looked him
straight in the eye.
"I love you, Caspar.

I will always love you. There is a place in my heart that
you. Forever." I kissed him on the top of his head.
The doctor inserted an IV- tube into a vein in my cat's shaved leg and started
the anesthetic. Caspar fell into a coma very quickly, and in minutes, was dead.

is
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my way back into the city, I noticed through the train
that things looked different. Older. Impermanent.
thought of calling Paul and telling him about Caspar. But
I decided against

That afternoon, on

window
I

it

Not even two weeks

later,

I

turned

thirty.

o o o o

PETER DESY

Anxiety
After the long nervousness
when the taut strings let go

and the sinews find
their old slackness

and the whole body
gathers up its shards
and heads

for

home,

takes the slow route
between the maples
on the boulevard
to the sea-worn house,
sits on the porch
in the rocker, poiseless
the water making and unmaking
white curls relaxing, unflexed,
while the wind blows,

—

mending and unmending
branches. Everything, finally,
even the rocks, dissambles.
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PETER DESY

Even Then
When

the thing you want
the most is there for you,
you still can't get enough.
You pull the woman closer
and feel her breathing on your

shadows meet
and disappear. You hold on tightly,
face until your

but

it's

not enough.

And there'll come a
when kisses will be

time
long ago.

If you

reach that time
no catastrophe
that can teach you anymore,
there'll still be your breaking heart
waiting to be broken.
It's as if you keep receiving telegrams
from war movies of the '40's;
you feel there's a dead star
hanging in your window.

when

there's

The moths clamor
at

your porchlight

for

—crazy
—the filament

consummation

locked tightly in

its

vacuum,

burning but inescapable.
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Had "Stany" Vere a Star?
"By God, he knew but one
thing obedience to law
to maintain his ship,
her fighting edge"; he'd run

—

—regardless of cost

the gauntlet

between the ranks of right and wrong
so his crew were "forged" (nice
word) as steel to strike, the ideal

weapon

heave in battle.
What are mercy, justice,
love or hope
in balance with such heft? Alongto

side so firm a master

abstractions are cats-paws and tidal froth.
"Some say he loved who
killed, who knows? Disaster
was the French,
not the accurst boy, the boy swung";

nor the drumhead

trial,

—

the force-fed fate unfair, unripe (yet clear,
so they'd not mistake
his strength for weakness) "Smile
.

though he might,
he'd not

charm

his

way through

this one."

No, he paid and old tars
saw the law applied, though greenhorn Jesus
scourge the Pharisees
for feeling's sake. '"Cause war

degrades

like

theatrics or a misruled tongue;

was doomed"; and Christ
was doomed by faithful servants,
yet had he wanted

Billy

he could at least
have stayed still
war's no more"; or Sanhedrin.

to live,

till

too. "Perhaps,
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Marianne Moore Because
no-

body ever wrote poems so
sharp as that young old
lady, that monumental stalker
and ruthless Dodger-gawker,

who
didn't concern herself with

you
hard

particularly but worried

about

fish,

monkeys and yron-eating
and self-defeating

birds, Peter the cat

rhyme-

who

hadn't found space or time
put real amphibians
in their edens of imagination,

sters

to

much

to the consternation

of

one whose primary love
turned on something in the poem,
the "mattering being"
that derives from simple seeing

what
is and what's more what

is not,

that

mines a golden truth for all it's worth
and discards beyond an itch-scratching horse
material as cheap as dross.
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A Story by
MADELENE CARR

The Center of the Earth
Miriam

sat on the edge of her bed in the dim light of morning and folded
her long underdrawers into a wedge, wide at the ankle and tapering up
her leg. The right stocking went up smooth but when she drew up the left one,
she pulled her hand from the fold too soon and the underwear bulged so that
she had to start again. She knew that her mother would call. She could always
feel the call before it came. Maybe that was what grown-ups meant by the still,
small voice. It came and she hurried and again the underwear rumpled under
the stocking, but that was how it would have to stay. She pulled her dress over
her head and ran down to the warm kitchen to wash her face and brush her
hair. She sat on a chair before the bowl of milk and oatmeal, and her mother
pushed her under so far that her chin was nearly in the bowl. She wriggled
back and began to eat. The smooth oatmeal was as sweet and comfortable in
her mouth as the feel of the warm bed just before she had crawled out. She
dropped a glob of it on her plaid dress.
The spoon took up most of it. She scrapped at the spot with her finger and
her mother turned from the stove and scolded. The harsh words annihilated
the day, flattened all beautiful things. Her mother brought a wet towel and
stooping in front of her scrubbed at the place leaving a dark circle on her front.
Her mother raised her eyes from the spot and fastened them on Miriam's face
and a hand was laid on her forehead.
"Feeling all right?" she said.
Miriam nodded.
"Not sick in your tummy?"
Miriam shook her head.
"Well, get your coat on."
She tramped down the hallway and worked at getting into her outdoor
clothes. At the door her mother leaned down folding her in the good smell of
home, buttoning her, admonishing her about mittens, galoshes, her pencil
case, things that did not matter. The door closed behind her and the world of

outdoors opened.

Going down the walk she peered into the snow burrows she had dug for
squirrels and rabbits. The day before when they were out walking, mother had
said that maybe the little animals would shelter in the burrows. Her saying
that gave Miriam a funny, uneasy feeling. Having a grown-up come into her
pretend world left the door open, left it unprotected. She knew on the side of
her mind where the facts were that little animals lived far down in holes in the
ground or in nests they built in the trees, but she kept the two sides separate
and let herself believe they might live in her snow burrows. Mother getting in
on this stretched the game too far. Did mother half believe as she did? It was
impossible for grown-ups.
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The road to school was a broad, packed-down track through the snow, and
the colors of morning were cold porcelain colors, white and in the sky, blue
and pink. All their side of the valley was still in the shadow of the hill that rose
from the road where she walked. She shouted to Sarah Berkolder and Sarah
waited until she caught up. Their breath made little train puffs in the air ahead
of them. They stopped to break the veined white ice covering frozen ruts under
Angstadt's retaining wall. The ice was thin and brittle, thinner than any glass
in the world, and it covered the dry ruts like a ceiling. It must be lovely under
there, looking through. They went with the curve of the road toward school,
running and sliding on the smooth places.
The school was like a drawing, red brick with a peaked roof and a door smack
in the middle of the front and windows marching down each side. Behind the
school the ground sloped away so that even Miss Elva could walk straight in
at the cellar door without stooping. She went down there to tend the pipeless
heater, or sometimes she sent the sixth grade boys to do it. Sarah and Miriam
walked in at the gate and down the slope to the back school yard, past the
cellar door. They were early, too early, and no children were there.
Karl Lorah came out of the boys' outhouse and immediately Miriam looked
away, trying not to see him. She wished the time would pass quick, quicker,
quicker, so that the others would come before he did something bad.
"Look who's here already, Stuck-up and Stuck-up," he yelled at her and
Sarah.
He began pitching snow hunks at the back wall of the school. She could not
keep herself from stealing a look at him, and that was strange because when
she looked, she grew cold and tense with dread. He was a hulking sixth grader
with long black finger nails and hair that grew like feathers down his neck and
eyes that looked at you from ambush. The girls turned and started for the front
yard.
"Got out because you peed in the bed, I bet. Stuck-up wets the bed. Shame
on Stuck-up."
He hit Sarah in the neck with the snow. Mirry shrank into the shelter of the
cellar door and pretended to be fixing the buckle of her school bag. He was all
there was of evil. She deadened her insides, trying to still the fear of things he
might say before the others came. All forbidden things he knew and wrote on
walls and even blurted out loud.
Other children started to come in at the gate, and then in an aura of
goodness Miss Elva was there too and the world came right and breath went
in and out unnoticed. Confidence and order radiated from her as she said good
morning to them and unlocked the door and walked into the school with them
all trailing behind.

The Rohrbach limousine was at the gate and Jim Rohrbach and his sister
climbed out, Jim tall and fair and beautiful like a boy in a picture book and
his sister in her lavender velvet coat. Mirry turned at the door to watch them.
They always had a starchy smell about them like clothes drying on the line in
summer, and mother had once said with a sniff that they came clean from
skin out every day because they had a maid, as if they were somehow to blame
for this. They were like Miss Elva, confident and whole and without flaw. Jim

was

Peter

Pan

in the play that

was coming

up,

and

in Mirry's

mind he was

a
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Peter Pan, the real true one, standing straight, almost tipping backwards

speaking

and

clear.

The play was coming up as inevitably as the sun rose above the ridge in
and yet even now Mirry could not believe it. It was
too beautiful, too fantastic to belong to the real world. The stark platform
across the front of the school where Miss Elva sat was to be filled with rocks
and evergreens and she, little third-grade Mirry, was to dance among them in
a silver dress carrying a golden want. Oh, it was easy to imagine like hundreds
of things that happened at night after the light was out, but that it was coming
up in the real world made Mirry shudder with delight. It was coming and yet
would it ever be? If it really did happen, if the dream took on substance right
here in the school room, it would mean that the world of fancy and the everyday
world had merged into one, and all lovely things would thereby be possible.
In the vestibule, jostled by the crowd of children, she crouched and struggled
with her galoshes trying to keep her skirt off the wet and grimy boards. Then
she went through the second door and took off her hat and coat and stuck
them on her nail in the back and walked to her seat. Karl Lorah, although he
was a sixth grader, had been put beside her because in the back of the room
front of them each morning,

with his classmates he made too much trouble. His eyelids were like shells
and from under them he looked at her like a knowing oyster making her feel
creepy, seeing things in her that she had never known were there. She wanted
to hide herself away from him, but even when he forgot her, like a snake he
drew her own eyes to him.
Right now he was sticking his pencil in the inkwell on his desk and bringing
out a blob of ink and making funny smears in a crease of paper. Mirry was
reminded of a dirty joke her cousin Herman had told her mother once when
they thought she was asleep. Karl looked at her. Please, oh please, she hoped,
don't let the dirty joke show in my eyes. She shriveled up small and looked
into her book, sitting very still, becoming a tight- wrapped kernel. If only the
teacher would take him away, if only. Then up the aisle, beautiful and
avenging, her moon-shine hair smooth around her head like a cap, came Miss
Elva. She lifted Karl by one ear, twisting hard, and walked him to the waste
basket with his blotted paper. She shook him like a dead rat and left him in
his seat. Then they all stood up and sang, and the room was full of amber
waving grain and purple mountains and fragrant plums and shining seas
lovely song.
When Mirry's class was called for the arithmetic, they rose and marched to
the recitation benches across the big iron grating where the heat came up.
You could feel the heat up your dress and sometimes you caught faint smells
of yourself. Mirry was the best in the class and got all the answers right, even
the hard problem at the end, and as she walked back to her seat she was full
of the happiness of it, feeling exactly like she did when her cousin Herman
took her coasting on Reininger's long hill, down the slope going faster and
faster so that they flew clear over the knoll at the bottom, up to the top and

—

over.

Karl Lorah watched her come, smiling at her. When she sat down he
whispered, "Smarty." It was a word of scorn. She had got too many answers
right. Her breath stuck in her and she looked down in confusion, shaken back
to the normal, ashamed of having given way to that silly elation. Miss Elva

.
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was

calling

up the fourth

grade. There

on the platform above the sea of

troubles, above the smelly children, she presided in serenity. Correct answers
were no reproach to her; she could do all the problems in the world and no

one would ever be surprised or disgusted when they came out right. Someday.
Miss Miriam. Miss Miriam. It sounded nice. She would sit on a dais with coils
of soft hair wound around her head and call the classes up and take the long
clean pointer and precisely indicate the numbers in the sums on the blackboard.
At recess time she ran with Sarah to the outhouse bunching up their jump
rope as she ran so as not to trip over it. They stood in line, first on one foot
and then on the other keeping their legs tight together. Inside it was hard to
get your bulky coat and your dress skirt up and get your underpants down
when you were in such a hurry. Ice balls thudded on the wooden screen in
front of the door, jarring it. It was dim in there sitting beside Sarah.
"First jumper," said Mirry.
"It's my rope, but I'll let you be first today," said Sarah.
They fixed their clothes and raced to the front yard. Mirry took off her thick
mittens to tie the rope around the big oak. The craggy, stone-rough bark
grabbed for her cold hands. Sarah picked up the other end and began turning.
Swish, swish, Cinderella dressed in Mirry missed, but Sarah said she had
not got a right start and could have another try.
Cinderella dressed in yellow
Went upstairs to kiss a fellow.

—

How many.

.

Mirry missed again.
"What's the matter with you today, Mirry? Your feet keep going wrong. Your
turn for ender."
Cinderella dressed in yellow
Went upstairs to meet a fellow.
How many kisses did she get?
One, two, three, four...
Mirry lost the rhythm and the rope fouled making Sarah miss.
"Why, Miriam Yeager, you did it on purpose. Just cause you missed. Bad

Bad sport."
The girls standing around watching mocked at her. The iron cold of the
ground crept up her legs. She shivered and gave the rope end to another girl
and went off by herself, waiting for Miss Elva to come out and call 'Time up!
Time up!" until all the children repeated it, yelling 'Time up!" even from the
end of the backyard behind the outhouses where the big boys played. It seemed
as though the recess would never be over, but it finally was over and they
crowded back into the school and piled their coats on the nails.
A whisper went around that Karl Lorah was going to get it. He was caught
writing a dirty word on the wall of the boys' outhouse and he was going to get
it. They all sat so still they could hear the water dripping from the icicles on
the galvanized rain spout outside. Miss Elva marched Karl down the middle
aisle to the vestibule and still they sat while she picked out an overshoe. They
listened to the blows pounding on him hard and regular. Miss Elva had a
strong arm for a young woman and her anger was just and awful.
sport.
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Miriy knew that she should not turn around, but something seemed to turn
her head and make her look back and there was that big stupid Cora from the
hill farm covering her mouth to stifle her laughter. She was the booby who
had come to school on May Day the year before dressed up in a white lace
dress, a regular heifer. Of course nobody thought of her at all and Thelma
Hartmann was chosen May Queen because she was tiny and full of fun and
had quick, bright answers for the boys. When Miss Elva announced how the
vote came out, the whole school was astonished to see Cora, the farm girl, put
her head down on the desk and break into sobs. They had never thought of
her for May Queen and if they had, they would have laughed, but all the time
she expected to be the one. Mirry wondered why she had not died of shame
but there she was, left back in sixth grade, and Thelma had of course gone on
to the grammar school in Friedensberg. Now Cora's fat face was all contorted
with trying to force back the laughter that was bursting her because Karl was
getting whipped. Seeing her laugh made the blows hurt, hurt, hurt in Mirry's
innards. She hated Karl, but she hated Cora more. Heat rose in her face and
she prayed for the world to stop. Please, please let everything stop. Let
everything be over. She bit her lips white to keep back the shameful tears.
After that she kept her eyes down working on her sums, adding them again
and again. Every time they came out different. The long rows of figures
squirmed. The end of her dress sash hung over the edge of her seat. Out of
the corner of her eye, she saw Karl reach for it. Quickly she tucked it under
her and huddled to the far side. Above his upper lip there was a dark line of
fine hair. She tried not to look at it but her eyes kept turning that way.
At lunch time she took out her brown paper parcel and spread her sandwiches on her desk. Most of the older children went home and the schoolroom
at lunch time was relaxed and empty. Even the teacher went next door. Once
at noon one of the big girls had sent Mirry over there to fetch Miss Elva. She
had climbed up on the side porch and rapped at the door. A fat man with light
blue rubber arm bands on his shirt sleeves opened. Miss Elva was sitting at
the kitchen table with the family talking German and drinking coffee just like
any ordinary woman. The fat man turned aside and said, "Hey, Ellie, they want
you over there." Miriam had stared at him, a beastly man who could topple
the world with one word. He opened his thick-lipped mouth and laughed at
her. She turned and flew back to the school, and ever since that day she had
known that the house next door was no place for Miss Elva. With all her heart
she wished the teacher would not go there.
The sandwiches that were usually so delicious were hard to eat. Glancing
around to see that no one was watching, she bundled them up with the paper.
She took out the fig bar for dessert. It tasted funny and was hard to swallow.
When they were called up for the reading lesson, the children got in each
other's way and came along too slowly and Miss Elva scolded them. They sat
on the long benches with their books open and took turns reading beginning
at the child on the right end near the window, so that you knew all the way
down the row how close your turn was and you began trembling inside a long
time ahead and got scareder and scareder until you heard yourself saying the
words. Then the turn passed over you and the feeling subsided and you sat
in a nice empty space. Today there was the word Aladdin, the name of a boy
with a funny hat. All the children stumbled over it. It seemed to pop up in
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every line and the more they said it, the worse they stumbled until it seemed
a plain unpronounceable word. Miss Elva said it over and over, angrier each
time, and finally it was Miriam's turn. Please, please let me say it right. She
could not say it. It came out Al lad a lin and Miss Elva said in a voice that
made everyone in the school sit up and look at Miriam, "What, you too?" Then
the word sounded above her and she said it right and went on smoothly and
finished, and she was the last one to make a mistake on it which made her
the worst of all, but anyway she got by her turn. As they passed down the aisle
to their seats, the faces were on big blur around her.
She took out her penmanship book and tried to make the push-pulls. She
was never any good at it. Other girls' books were so neat you could hardly tell
the work from the model above, but hers was all uneven and scratchy. She
rested her head on her hand. Time rolled slowly like an endless bolt of grey
flannel. The desk was hard. She thought of her mother's shoulder, warm and
comfortable, made for resting against, and of her mother's cheek, soft, soft.
She wished she could go out the door and down the long road to her own house
and her own mother. She watched the tall skinny girl who lived across the
road from the school. Miss Elva had called her up to take some paper to the
waste basket in the back of the room. On the way down the aisle the girl twisted
the paper as if she had some spite against it, and Mirry wondered why it was
that you could never throw away a smooth paper. First you had to tear it or
twist it up tight. She knew as she watched the girl go that she had to do it,
that anyone else would have done the same. Papers could not be left smooth.
Miss Elva was talking to them about the world, how it had broken off from
a star millions of years ago and how it was round like a ball. If it was round
like a ball, we must live on the inside on the bottom of the ball and that was
why you came down-hill a little all the way to school. At first the earth was all
fire but it was cooling down. Inside some places were still hot and fiery, hotter
than anything that belched out of the volcanoes. That was the hell part,
thought Mirry. It was just another name, but where could all those fiery places
be? The crust must be very thick with only a little space left for the inside like
the oranges last Christmas, big and golden but with so much rind that by the
time you got them peeled, there was only a small round thing left to eat. Miss
Elva did not say whether the hot stuff was everywhere covered over. It would
be a fearful thing to be traveling along and come upon a pond full of it, and
how was it that we could look out and see the stars? Surely if we flew off from
one of them, they weren't hung inside our earth. Maybe the ball was open a
little at the top. The thoughts jerked round and round in her head but she
could not fit them together to make sense.
The last thing before four o'clock the big children practiced the play while
the little ones colored. Miriam sat listening to the words, the tip other tongue
stuck out so that her red crayon would not go outside the line of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania was always red like the valentine hearts she had cut out and
colored at home. Home is where the heart is was embroidered on the red satin
pillow in the parlor at Sarah's house. Out of the corner other eye she tried to
see the maps other children around her were coloring. They looked neater.
Mirry pressed on the crayon too hard and that way the color came out darker
and less even. She covered most of her map with her arm hoping no one would
see it.

"
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Then in the scramble for outside clothes she lost track of her galoshes and
by the time she got them on, Sarah had gone. She was one of the last to go
out the door.

The colors were

different now, rich and golden, and the sky was a deep, deep
the far side of the valley the sun was ready to slide behind the ridge,
all the little scallops that the wind had carved on the surface of the snow
all the little precipices made by footprints had their own sharp blue

blue.

and
and

On

shadows. The sun had melted patches on the road, shiny blue patches, and
the weeds gleamed golden in the long rays. Down the road the boys and girls
trailed in a black and broken line, yelling and arguing.
"Boys are better than girls. Boys can do everything... firemen and doctors
and President. Whoever heard of a girl for President?"... "A girl could be
President. Miss Elva said so."... "A girl can't either. A girl President!"... "Can
too." ..."Can't." ..."Can. "..."Can't. "..."Can." ...."Can't. "..."Girls get to be brides
with presents of gold and silver. "..."Who wants all that junk? Boys can hunt
and carry guns. "..."Girls can too. I have a cousin
One by one they dropped off at their houses until only Karl Lorah and Miriam
were left, he walking on one side of the road and she on the other. When she
ran, he ran. If slowly, slowly her back foot came forward after the other foot
was down, he kept exactly the same pace. She measured the distance to the
wooden steps that led down from the road to his house. Finally just before his
gate she stooped and poked in the snow, giving him time, thinking he must
go down there. Then so quickly she did not see come, he was on her side. There
was a ditch below the roadway and he toppled her into it. She felt the rough
dry grasses against her skin, but only for a moment. He jumped on her
squirming above her and pressed his mouth on her mouth. Then he was gone
and as she clambered out of the ditch, she saw him breaking the thin ice over
the ruts just as she liked to do.
She flew down the road, around the bend. As she turned in at her gate, she
looked back. There was nobody to be seen all the way down the darkening
snowy track, but it did not help. The thing was with her, the feeling of that
moist and bony skin against her face. It would not go away. Sometimes in
springtime little naked birds, little blue sacks full of bones dropped out of the
trees. Once she was rolling down a slope, over and over, when suddenly her
face was close up against one of those tiny things. She had scrambled to her
feet terrified by some mysterious intimation, trying not to see, not to remember.
Now her feet took her down the steps into her own yard. Her mother would
know right away. It was a thing that could not be hid and she shrank from
going into her house, but there was no other way to go. She turned the door
knob and went into the front hall and put her coat away.
"Mirry, is that you? Aren't you late, Mirry? Come here. How ever did you get
your skirt all wet like that? But, Mirry, of course you fell. Why were you
running? Did somebody frighten you? Was somebody after you?"
Oh shame, shame, no words to tell
Her mother would not persist with the questions if she did not in a way know
what had happened. And how could she help knowing? Of course it must show
that she was different, that now she could never, never be perfect and whole
like Miss Elva. She thought of the rabbit she had once seen on the roadway

—
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with his red and blue insides pasted on the macadam, squeezed out there
disgracefully for everyone to see.
She ran upstairs to her own bed and pressed her face into the pillow, and
her mother came and undressed her with sure hands and put her under the
covers, and when her father came home, she heard them talking above her,
but she did not care what anybody said ever again. She was hidden there in
the safe bed and she never wanted to come out of it.
When all the lights were out, the bottom of the bed got full of stones and
there was not place to put her feet, but when she reached down with her hand,
she felt only the smooth sheet. Then the walls of the room started rushing out,
out into the darkness and yet when she sat up straight and looked at them,
they were always in the same place.

Days went by. The room got light and dark, light and dark, and often

it

was

with shadows of things, and her father was sitting beside
her bed with his huge hand on her forehead, looking at her, smiling but with
serious eyes. There was a bunch of flowers on the table for awhile, and then
she began to come back to the world and sit up in bed. One afternoon Miss
Elva came into the room and sat on the chairs where she usually kept her
school clothes folded for the next day, but she noticed there were no clothes
there. Miss Elva told Mirry about the play. Evidently it was all over, but that
did not matter really. In her heart she had known all along that she would
never be that shining dancer in a silver dress. Even the thoughts of the play
belonged to a lost world before the beautiful smooth surface of things had been
forever broken.
twilight, grey

o o o o

—
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KATHRYN HALL

Before Bed
In the living room,
the books rose past us,
shelf on shelf.

We studied
and

the spines

their tiny logos

the house with its blackened
door, the heavy-footed peddler,

sack slung on his shoulder,
man running

the naked
fast

and

light,

carrying a torch, a black whip
of flames and smoke.

Where was he going?

We closed

our eyes

and

recited the titles,
tested each other

on their steadfast order,
wondered what it meant,
of human bondage
for

whom

the bell

tolls.

Our mother

sat in the deep chair,
reading, safe
in the realm of light.

My sisters and I crowded
behind her, watching
the bookshelf, our nightgowns swaying
over the heater vent,
as we listened
for the closing
of the slow, heavy cover.
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ERROL MILLER

A Treasury of Modern Thought
When go to work, Mister,
may build a fine house with four
I

I

exact corners and fill it with unspoiled meat.
is no place like home for the workmen
of Earth, after strong morning coffee
they waltz through the afternoon
in the gleaming factories of Euporia.
In the evening, in the twilight, a man
polishes his car, feeds his dog, and demands

There

supper on more than a paper plate.
night comes, and the invisible forces
of darkness protrude into an uneasy domestic peace,
a husband and a wife for substantial reasons,
two streams of blood rushing into the dawn.

And

I have spoken with the Chief Musician
about the falsehood of priests and the beauty
at the end of a wearying journey, I have
found myself humming a hymn I did not know.
I've taken a sample of the social intercourse
and found me hiding there like Emily
stranded in Amherst: perhaps
I've been adopted by the powerful narcotic
of poetry without applying, perhaps a strong man

does not rebel against the hallowed
he's standing on.

ground
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Immortality? When my voice gives out?
am no beloved infidel from the Smokey Mountains.
I have no pretense of becoming
more holy.
Such freedom in surrender to the howling wolves
of midnight, red meat for the masses,
I

virtue to some,

For

modesty

to others.

have shaped the crumbs of sorrow
an avant-garde form of literary madness, a
prisoner in the Shelby County jail I ate the dry
I

into

crust from the barest of Siluria's limestone

sills

and inhaled the cosmic fragrance blowing
through my dungeon. "One of these nights,"
the Eagles say,

when

the gondola docks
at the dock:
I will live a simple life, tending sheep,
tilling the back forty, loving Sasha
and our own blood-children
on a rural route where dusk falls easy
on the hired hands of Southside
at Paradise

and

ties

up

and crickets chirp and dogs seldom bark
and magnolia blossoms are lost in a trance
of springtime and every mournful siren
of Earth is silent for a

little

while.
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CAROL CARPENTER

Epistemology
Not knowing what
two birds

to call those

by name, by species,
indexed in

field

guides,

lost alphabetically.

In the same way,
your name melts
on my tongue, tart

as cinnamon candy. Red
dye stains

tongue and teeth.
Our talks, our touch
too tentative, too

full.

of nothing but

sugar, spun at high speed,
puffed with air, not enough

grab onto. Like planes,
our marriage recycles oxygen,
dry as old arguments.
to

Just that once,
I

spot them

at the feeder, wings tucked,

heads cocked

like

guns

before metal hits flint.
Detroit on New Year's Eve,

near dusk. Their saffron crests
burst brown night,
two lone crocuses above
snow. The whole world
upside down, in
I see two

flight.

birds, feel feathers

brush my eyelids, listen
for wings fluttering
against my lips, the sound
of breathing in and
out. Not even words,
hard as sunflower seeds,
can soften the spaces

between us.
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A Story by
GERARD FUREY

Wilderness

Woman

Five boys across the street, out on the corner, "hanging out." Two black kids,
two white kids, and one who is dark. The one in the ripped flannel shirt,
must be over twelve. His chest is changing from reedy litheness
to set muscles. "Like their fathers," she says half aloud, "Future pigs of
America." Her own boy will be across the street with them. TJ, her best friend
here on this narrow street full of narrow people in their narrow houses. She
came here with nothing but TJ and fear. Her ex-husband, Timmy, was in jail
and maybe the court order would work when he got out.
She '11 try to getTJ to shower tonight in the bathroom, as always. Sometimes,
on warmer days, on days he was out running or playing hard, he smelled
sourish. She'd begun to notice that on these warm days, when he's been out
running and playing hard he smells sourish. Mansmell. Like Timmy used to
smell when he came home after "overtime," after the bar.
Coming home like that he'd think he was, what, romantic? Something like
that. Something to prove he was in charge. She'd ask him to shower, even offer
they both get in. "Just get stinky anyway," he'd say, touching different parts
of her, not nicely either, reaching here, tapping there, shooting his hands out
against her here and there. A boxer sparring; feinting, jabbing, faking, driving
in. "C'mere, C'mon, C'mere, C'mon!" Laughing at her, at her slow, useless
attempts to defend herself. Finally driving his hands down the back of her
pants to squeeze her bum, then up and under her shirt, under her bra and
breasts, squeezing too hard.
If she resisted, if she had been at the stove starting onions, or vacuuming,
even if she was having her period; if she shrugged away in the slightest, then
his "playfulness" would slide off like his pants and he'd take her there, take
her down where they were, cover her with himself, once even in the living room
with the baby in the playpen. Little TJ looking over at them and then up at
the mobile of bright animals suspended above. At them, then the animals.
When he finished, he'd get up, wiping his front with the dishrag or her blouse
and leave her lying there. She'd stay on the floor until he got a beer from the
refrigerator, then run to the bathroom to shower. She used to think maybe if
they got some time alone, time without worry or too much beer and the bank
not calling; maybe they could get it on like they used to, used to love it like
that. But she'd come out to see Timmy as he was and ever would be: Timmy
on the couch with his pants pulled up but his shirt still off, a beer in one hand,
the other inside the top of his pants, scratching. "Pretty good, babe, huh?" and
he'd smile and swig his beer and say, "You gonna fix anything to eat?" Timmy
the dark one,

the pig.

Helen turns the gas on the front burner and bends

to light

a cigarette. She

inhales deeply and picks at the spits of dried spaghetti sauce around the back
burner. It was coming on again. Fast. That tornado of emptiness was starting
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and turn until she felt it would turn her brain inside
She has to hold on to the edge of the stove. Any onlooker would only see
a single mother looking myopically around her. They wouldn't see the fear,
couldn't begin to know the pawing paralysis of fear inside her. This is the
feeling Timmy made her have when he came home and wouldn't talk. When
he came home and only stared. Staring, waiting for her to say the one wrong
thing and then he would come up and punch her. Run up and punch her, fast,
in the face. Or worse, well, sometimes worse, he would walk at her, moving
his hands like when he felt her up, only she didn't know, would he feel her up
or hit her? She had to wait to see. He could make her have that fear whenever
he wanted her to feel it. She can't find the ashtray so she knocks the ash
flisshing into the sink. No one knows what an act of will that takes.
She goes to the living room and puts the TV to 9. Keeping it loud to deflect
the fear. Sooner or later it would go away. Sometimes it didn't come back for
a long while. She used to worry that she would shatter into pieces. They've
been in this house and away from Timmy a year. And still she feels she's
waiting for the punch. Not even there and he can still punch her out.
to turn inside her, turn

out.

he afternoon movie was started. Rocky. She loved Rocky. That girl who
Tiplays
Rocky's wife, Talia what's-her-face, reminded her of herself. Not that

Timmy was Rocky or anything, no way! Timmy was as stupid for real as Rocky
was at the start of the movie. Timmy wasn't Rocky. Timmy was like that Paulie
in the movie, a pig and a jerk. Paulie, another stupid name with a little boy
ending. Paul Newman would never be a Paulie. Paul Simon either. Little boy
endings for big boys who never grew up. Was it true? Marty Spitalnic. Not bad,
but he was thirty-six and still home with his mother. Denny Marr. Timmy's
best friend. How Karen stayed with him was a mystery, except he kept her
stoned and that was all she wanted. Eddy Carver. Eddy who stood there the
first time Timmy beat her. Years ago she felt he could become good, and honest,
and loving. Sad, huh?
The lawyer said to Helen,

lie. Most of the time, a restraining
prove their right to what they think
is their property. It's O.K. for this one, Helen. He's in jail for at least eighteen
months on the armed robbery, and I'll use this injunction to forestall parole.
You're legally divorced, he doesn't have a right to know where you are. He
might use TJ, but that's a lot of red tape and he doesn't seem the type to want
red tape."
Helen's question answered itself. "He can find me if he wants to, can't he."
Adriane, that was Talia's name, Adriane didn't have friends. Helen was
maybe beginning to have some. One day at work she came out of the bathroom
and found Rosemarie and some guy pretend sparring in the hall. "C'mere,
c'mon. ." he said with a smile, and Rosemarie was smiling too. Helen shattered.
Rosemarie came and took her arm. "Helen? Can you tell me what's the matter?"
There was nothing she could say. But slowly, over these past months, Helen
got to speak to and know and trust Rosemarie, and maybe some of the others.
None of the women in the apartments came near her after the second beating.
They'd say 'hi' out on the street, or at the school bus stop, but that was it. Was
it men that made you not have friends? Men who acted like mean boys?

order

is

.

a challenge

"I'm not going to

to these assholes to
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Seen my basketball?" She'd forgotten
don't know, where'd ya have it last?"
don't know. Ma, didn't ya see it?"

"Go'in out, ma!
"I
"I

TJ was

in the house.

saw it where you left it last time you had it."
"Where at? C'mon Ma!" and he looked in friendly expectation. She knew.
She'd tell him. She knew where everything was and always told him.
"What'll ya give me to tell?"
"Ah, Ma."
"Maybe I forgot. You better start lookin', then." She didn't move.
He came up to her and put his hands up to her shoulders. It wasn't a reach
anymore. He was growing, fast. In a year or two he'd be as tall as her. Taller.
"Please, Ma, ya seen my ball?"
"In the kitchen, almost rolled behind the fridge. You better start takin' care
of yourself, Mr. Man. You're not gonna have a Ma to do everything forever.
"I

Know?"

He kissed her a smacky
caught him at the door.

kiss,

grabbed the basketball and hurried out. She

"Be careful, Mister." She licked her forefinger and picked away the pieces of
cookie crumbs around his mouth. She loved him for putting up with it. 'You
don't know these kids, they aren't friends. Havin' a ball won't make it so
neither. Hear?"

'Yeah ma, thanks! See ya later!" and ran out the door. The kids across the
on TJ like witnesses at an accident, calling for the ball, the
first boy there tapping it easily out of TJ's grasp. All were reaching and tipping
until the big one, knocking the smaller black kid to his knees, grabbed the
ball and put it under his arm. He stood straight, daring others to try and take
it. "Sides" he shouted. "Eddy, Tony, me. Billy, Al and you." You' was TJ. She
figured from the shouts the big boy, the dark one, was Angelo.
So the game began, under the netless hoop hung backboardless about eight
feet up the telephone pole. In the background, Rocky's music was playing.
Maybe the boys could hear it. The intensity of the game was rising. TJ would
be O.K. Maybe these boys would be nice. Maybe the people here would be nice.
Helen went back to the kitchen for a soda. Voices, locked in her head long
ago, were now coming at her loud like from a Walkman.
street converged

'You're a pig, Timmy. You're nothing but a pig."
"Eat shit and shut up. Where'd you be without me? Huh? Stupid bitch. Eat
shit and shut up."
'You're a drunk and you're a pig! You don't care about me or about TJ. Just
you. You and your car, you and your beer, you and your..."
"What else bothers ya?"
'You do Timmy. You bother me! Pushin' me around..."
'Yeah?"
'Treat

me

like I'm dirt."

'Yeah?"
"...do whatever you wanna do."
"Better not forget it either!"
"I hate you!"
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"Big fuckin' deal!"

'You and your stupid dick."
"What?"
'You're like a sick dog, sick humpin' dog, you and your stupid..."
She hadn't realized the punch until she was lying on the floor. Eddy Carver
had just come in. She begged him to help. He said he wasn't sure what was
going on. Timmy had her by the hair then, slapping and kicking her up the
hall to the bedroom. Eddy walking along behind them asking Timmy if he
should maybe take it easy, offering him a beer.
Later, she woke to find TJ rubbing her cheek, calling her in a voice that
sounded like those toys you turn upside down then back again and they make
a little lamb sound. That was the sound TJ made the times he tried to make
her better. "Ma."

another cigarette. Back on the TV. Rocky was taking a terrible
She
pounding. Adriane couldn't get to the ring so he could know someone loved
lit

him. The crowd was against her. Holding her back, screaming so loud and
She was losing ground. The noise of the boys had grown from
directed yelling to uncontrolled screaming, like the people in the movie. Helen
went to the door.
senselessly.

"I

know you're

"Leave

me

sorry, here." Fear

brought her Timmy's voice again.

alone."

really, you made me so mad, don't talk like that again, don't say mean
You get me so pissed off, let's not talk about it, c'mon, c'mere, here have
a little whiskey drink I made special."

"No

stuff.

It

wasn't basketball, it was some kind of keep away. TJ was the monkey in
TJ laughed but his voice approached hysteria. Helen knew the

the middle.
feeling.

'You know to don't talk that way. C'mon, have a drink,
you."
'You're drunk. Where's your clothes?"
"C'mon, let's don't start, let's just do it right."

"What

made

it

special for

is this?"

bad boy, look how he wants you, c'mon,
you like him, you know it. C'mere, he even mixed your drink!"
The spray of the drink she spit on him was glistening, jewel-like. Like the
bloodsweat from Rocky 's face as Apollo's fist crashed again and again, as
Timmy's fist crashed again and again.
"Special mix. C'mere, look at this

The dark one tripped TJ, then stood over him with the ball raised over his
head. Like a rock. "Angelo, hey, hey do it, do it Angelo!"
She couldn't leave it like this. Not for TJ to know no matter what he said or
tried someone would knock him down. She couldn't let it happen.
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She came out on the small front porch, cigarette in the side of her mouth
and yelled, "HEY!" The boys froze and looked over. TJ didn't look as though
he were crying, but his body was shaking.
'TJ don't move until you're settled down. You, Mr. Bigshot. Put down the
ball."

Angelo tried to stare hard. "We was just..." His voice wasn't ready for what
body was becoming. He put the ball down next to TJ.
"Don't give me lip you shit. TJ, get over here." He had a small cut above his
right eye. The bloodline down his cheek had dried. He was determined not to
cry; it looked like an attitude. Good.
"I'm not gonna have the cops on MY butt TJ, cause you've gone crazy with
a baseball bat and sent some bigshot punk to the hospital again. You're in.
Move your ass. NOW!"
The other boys looked again at Angelo. The idea of hitting someone bigger
with a baseball bat seemed interesting. They looked at TJ. He did have some
bulk even if he wasn't all that big.
TJ started toward the house.
"Not so fast, mister. You shake hands. None of this getting even or grudge
holding." They all slapped fingertips the way Helen saw ballplayers do on TV.
TJ headed toward the porch, the ball under his left arm, moving in what
seemed deliberately slow fashion. Like these boys did with their mothers when
they knew it would piss her off but were doing what they were told. Helen knew
the hesitation was because he was scared, he wasn't sure what was expected.
"Are you going to move or do I have to move you?"
The shock of her tone made him lose balance. He tried to steady himself,
but the ball fell, bouncing back to the street. It looked as if he were purposely
turning from her. The boys looked at each other. This kind of effrontery was
used only if there was sure escape or you knew the old lady was too busy to
his

come at you.
She had created something. She had made TJ a man in the eyes of these
boys who moments before would have beaten and buried him. She couldn't
let it stop now. music from the movie came from the living room. Champion
really

music. Feeling strong.
"Let's go." She was going to leave it at that when the dark Angelo strode up
beside TJ and gave him the ball. "Here Timmy. See ya tomorrow."
She grasped the rail, saw her fingertips turn purple. Her voice came like she

was

strangling.

"What did he call you?"
TJ looked up at her. His eyes a mix of love and a little fear. "My name."
She slammed the side of TJ's face, the bloodied side, with the back of her
hand.

"MOVE!" she screamed, then hit him twice more, up the step, through the
Once inside, it was a race. She chased him through the living room and
out again and into the kitchen. She remembered being chased like this. She
was the hunter now. She was finally, gloriously punching and slapping that
prick for all she was worth. Knocking him down and out for the count, until
she realized it was TJ in the corner on his haunches, TJ turned to the wall the
way she used to turn. His lips moved, but it took the sound some time to get
door.

to her, "Ma!"
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She knelt and put her hands to his shoulders. He tried to pull away, but
she turned herself to sit against the wall, pulling him into her. He was half in,
half out of her lap; legs pulled up, arms crossed, fists shut tight. She rubbed
TJ's forehead with her left hand and with her right, held his wrist and slowly
began to carry it around her waist. She remembers his whole tiny body once
fit within her forearm. You hold on for what it's worth and you let go if it isn't
worth it. So she held and rocked, rocked and held, and finally, he reached both
arms around and held her, and she held for dear life until both their shoulders
settled into slowing sighs. Finally he looks at her and says, "Jeez you pack a
punch!"
"I won't call you TJ anymore if you don't like it. I know you gotta be you, but
I

can't call
"I

you

that."

know Ma. They

call

me Timmy

at school,

but you can say TJ. Only, just here O.K.?"
"O.K., I'll try." She didn't wipe the tears and

him

and the teacher
dirt

calls

me Tim,

from his cheek, just helped

get up.

Helen found a pack of matches in the junk drawer and lit a cigarette. She
put the matches into the cellophane of the pack and set it on the stove. She
went out to the top step of the stoop and smoked. The voices felt gone, the fear
felt almost over too.
She sat and leaned back on her elbows. It was getting warmer. A bus was
pulling away from the corner. Maybe it was going to rain. She got up and went
to the kitchen for a broom. She sweeps the porch, the steps, then the chipped
flagstones leading to the sidewalk, sweeping, on out to the street.
"Ma? Seen my jeans?"
A car turns up from Thornfield Avenue. A '76 Grand Prix. Tinted windows

and no

muffler.

Timmy.

"Ma?"

She can't answer. It's all she can do to hold the broom. She tries to stare
through the smoked glass. The engines revs, tires chirping to a downshift. A
showoff move but she's not going to look down or away. If he doesn't have a
gun, she might get in a smack or two and get inside to call the cops. The car
has Ohio plates. Not him. The jerk. Thought she was checking him out. What
a pig!
"Ma?" She hears a tiny edge of fear in his voice.
"Usually, in your top drawer, I don't know, maybe in the fridge."
He laughs that little bit more than giggle that's been growing into him. "Got
'em. Thanks, Ma."
Tonight they'll have spaghetti.

o o o o
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CLIFFORD PAUL FETTERS

Power and Weakness
I can give you things;
the dalmatian moth
with wee black spots on foam white,
wings beating fast as brain messages.
But with what then, keep it in a bottle
covered with foil, pricked with holes?
I can take you to a
clean and warm place
with polished woods of oak and mahogany
Persian rug, forest sheets
scrumptiously cool. But how to kiss
you good-bye when you go to work with no

sigh of relief of without clamping

a crab in pinched death grip.
I can do much.
I can bring you discs
of light
brought to the sand by the waves at sunset.
I can swallow the orange
glow
so that you are never in darkness
but then I'd always have to be near.
What I would really like to do and can't
like

Believe me,

is to

give

you

light that

I

already have,

then you could come and go as you please
carrying a bit of the lamp of me.
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BARBARA DANIELS

The Fortune

Teller

I still read
the implacable terrain

Unwillingly,
of lines

and lumps on

faces,

read anxiety in the disembodied voices
circling up from the answering machine.
Trouble comes.

On

the path, broken twigs lie
shapes of arrows, crosses, knives.
A stout brown humorless twig,
partly stripped to yellow by the wind
that snapped it from a tree,
in the

knows my future.
Dust doesn't lie.
In the gray dust, wreaths of birds' footprints
form their own precise cuneiform.

Beside them I find the soft prints
of the cat's placid feet,
easy in the dust.
Ripples also speak, alive on the
surface of the cold lake,
perfectly reflecting

the seven colors of the rainbow.
Their eloquence is my consolation.
Yet I know that trouble comes.

A Story by
DELSA WINER

Ms. Perfect

& Mr. Flawed

his morning, my wife stood before the judge as before an altar, a
Tibreathless,
anticipatory, and as willing as not to add marriage to the

little

list

had completed in the last five years. Her lawyer, I might mention,
was wearing a houndstooth sport coat, and had the air of a man at a racetrack
whose horse is out front by three furlongs in the home stretch.
Elaine comes out of anything that spoils the better for it. She is fragile and
strong, a survivor. In arguments, you can count on her to recall the exact
exchange of words; she'll take what's hers, emotionally, and let go of the rest.
of things she

Conversely, I have never been able to let go of anything, I wait to be released;
and it is true enough that I seem to forget easily the most important events of
my life. For these reasons our short marriage rattles around in memory like
a picture puzzle still in its box. No matter how I shake it, separated into
elements the pieces yield no sense.
Now then, for those of you with patience to start combing through for edge
pieces that have one straight side here we go:
Side one: In February, Elaine and I wake up in the same bed for the last
time. The mattress humps and sinks; she's doing leg lifts. I keep my eyes closed
and ride it. While she is doing sit-ups, I doze. Next thing, I hear her bare feet
hastening around the kitchen floor. She grinds the coffee, feeds the kitty; then
she comes back and starts making the bed, fixing hospital corners.
On my side, I untuck with a kick. "Richard," I hear her hypnotic, distinct
voice, "our marriage isn't working."
Abruptly, expectedly, but with no warning, I feel my heart buckle and fold
itself like a paper valentine. Richard the half-hearted, it occurs to me.
"Sweetheart!" I scream reaching for my cigarettes.
Elaine doesn't smoke. She makes great coffee.

—

Turning the corner and up the second side: The pipes in the shower
shudder when the hot is turned off. Elaine enters the kitchen at five minutes
to seven, same day, wearing a Russian peasant blouse, belted, a long nubby
wool skirt and flat heeled shoes.
When she sits down ask, "What brought this on?'"
"Maybe the way love you isn't the way you need to be loved?" she states as
I

I

a question.

Honesty is Elaine's working tool. She claims that her honesty doesn't stem
from moral conviction but from meagerness of imagination. My imagination
is fulsome; ideas surge from impressions, unaffected by reason or evidence:
"Are you seeing someone else?"
Elaine says she isn't, she would have told me if she was.
"You keep testing me to see if my feelings for you have changed," she points
out to me. "They haven't. You iust want more of me than I can give."

.

"But you're perfect!"

She stands and starts clearing. Elaine never leaves dishes in the sink or
drainboard. She dries and puts away every last spoon before going to work.
At 6:59, her

down

slight weight pinches the floor

the hallway to her

boards as her footsteps disappear

The double doors

office.

close.

a receptionist in a veterinary clinic. J am a
receptionist in a veterinary clinic. While it is not my ambition to say, 'You're
next" to one-eyed cats and dogs wearing lamp shades over their heads to keep
them from gnawing their stitches, the job enables me to pay my own postage;
I'm a writer. This is how it works: I send a story to any one of dozens of small
magazines and wait six to nine months, meanwhile writing another. When the

Nobody could mistake Elaine

for

first story comes back, I revise it and return to GO. Since the rejection slip
business only takes half a day, a year ago I started working afternoons at Dr.
Beneke's Animal Clinic. Her office is in the next apartment to ours. For an
interesting fact, I've noticed in passing that the ground floors of lower Beacon
Street apartments are occupied almost exclusively by veterinarians and
psychotherapists
With my laptop on the kitchen table, I stand looking through the barred
window for inspiration. The alley is spangled with broken glass; dented barrels
and a dozen plastic trash bags are piled for collection. From the forest of
antennas on the opposite rooftop, I seem to hear barely audible blips of

distress.

Background pieces: At Harvard, where we met, I had cultivated a
reputation as a success seeker that is, thinking little and working less. After
graduation I became a politician, trusting to the wide-spread bias for my
educational qualification. I racked up 1,019 votes out of a possible 185,000
in a race for ward councilman. This led to a job as a talk-show host on WEZE,
midnight to six a.m. One listener, an advocate of euthanasia, was an orderly
at New England Medical Center which, coincidentally, was Elaine's hospital
affiliation. Unfortunately, I see now, these pieces of information fit neither here

—

nor thereand

may belong

Side three:

to

another puzzle.

Elaine's first client buzzes.

"It's

Mrs. Bridgehorn," the free-

through the intercom. Elaine buzzes back. Mrs. Bridgehorn has been in treatment since before I met Elaine, but I've never seen her.
Since Elaine never discusses patients' problems, it is up to me to arrive at my
own diagnoses based on whatever scraps of evidence befall. I have no opinion
at all about what is troubling Bridgehorn. However, one time a teenaged boy
came into the kitchen, opened the refrigerator and pulled the leg off a Bread
& Circus chicken. I watched him from the back hall, where I'd gone to load
the incinerator. When he noticed me, he dropped the chicken leg and pressed
his chest to the door of the refrigerator with his arms up and his hands behind
floating voice crackles

his head.
If we ever have a
buy him a dog.

is

child,

I

resolved that day,

I'll

play baseball with him.

After her last patient, Elaine's fair hair is separating from its bun.
damp in the middle other back with the effort of perfection.

I'll

Her blouse

—
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February

is

a big season

for fleas,

and some animals scratched bare spots

in their coats.

Fourth and Jinal side:
together once you eliminate

There are few things married couples can do

work and

raising children;

it

practically

amounts

movies and driving. Elaine kept her Saab turbo in the alley parking
space. Weekends, we'd put on some mileage. One steamy Friday night, the
previous August, we checked into an inn in southern Vermont.
The room has closely patterned wallpaper and a high lumpy double bed;
there is a tiny oval braided rug like the ones my sister used to make by coiling
up the snaky rope she had knit on a spool. It rains all Saturday, and we spend
the day reading and playing darts in the tavern. But Elaine stays cheerful
preferring not to admit into her life any circumstance that is less than perfect.
Sunday, the sky clears. We rent a canoe and set out on the muddy, sluggish
river toward Lake Ossippee. Elaine is steering from the stern. The only sounds
are the dipping paddles. Out of professional habit, I suppose she is waiting to
hear what I have on my mind:
"I'm a terrible bad person for letting you support me."
"Why do you say that?" Elaine speaks in a kind of lilting singsong.
"Because I want you to deny it!" I snap at her.
She doesn't. Getting to my feet, I start wobbling aft. Leaning down over her.
I can see reflected upside-down in her eyes the fresh dripping trees and
disembodied love. "I want to see someone in your eyes," I grimly demandthe
boat rocks from the stress in my voice "who is better than I know myself to
to sex,

—

be."

'You

can't."

A moment later, we are standing waist deep in the water.

tosses in the paddles

and

Elaine

starts pushing.

Filling in from all sides

and working toward the

center: At the end
I are out for a walk
along Newbury Street. We peer through the steel gaited doors of antique shops
at the burnished wooden highboys crowded together with lucite art deco
telephone tables, who seemed to be keeping each other company in the silent
gloom, although there is nothing at all they have in common. It starts to snow.
Policewomen, orange wrapped like popsicles, tag cars. Yellow lozenge lights
glow atop their tall swaying poles. Oil-slick rainbows ripple the wet streets.
The ordinary miscellany of city life. But as an up-country boy I have never
gotten over how still the tall buildings are, and at every corner I pause to look
up at the cross of no-color sky. I recall galumping to school in Lewiston, Maine
when I was ten and indefectible, on snowshoes.
On West Street, we enter a smal] overheated bookshop. I check my green
nylon Eastpak in which I zip my wallet and keys, and would take home the
books I bought. But by that time, the only fiction I was able to read comfortably
was written by Thomas Hardy.
Mounting the backless staircase to the second floor. I crouch down and flip
through literary magazines reading opening and closing paragraphs, and
gasping like someone going under for the third time. Creative writing departments seem to have flooded the country with a style of prose in which I am
unable to swim.
of the February day that our marriage ended, Elaine

and
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Nights, under her Itty-bitty Book Lamp, Elaine plows like an insatiable
harrow through biographies, mysteries, travel books, psychological theory etc.

on the floor, on her side of the bed, marking the
orderly progress of her mind.
When we are ready to leave the cashier tells me that someone else claimed
my green nylon sack. Running out in the street, I look both ways. When I come

Books are stacked

like cairns

back in, Elaine is filling out a report.
"What good will that do?" I shout. "It's gone!"
Elaine stops writing and her clear gaze snaps into mine like one of those
tools with one handle and many different purposes. "I am acting to produce a
result, Richard," she says, in the purposeful yet risky way of a technician
attempting to repair a faulty connection by making electricity jump from one
wire to another. "Each moment of our lives," she says, "is not a totally new
circumstance, but a continuation of what has gone before. As people mature,
they try to figure out the best way to arrange things, so that what they want
to happen has the best chance of happening." Here she pauses; I notice little
pearls of perspiration sparkling on her upper lip. "What do you want to happen,
Richard?"
Before I tell her, the bell over the door jangles. A bag lady with the red hair
and the runty legs of a stray drops my book bag, and goes out. My wallet is
empty, but she left my keys and library card. On the way home I can't stop
blabbering, I feel so spared.
In the alleyway with her books in her arms, Elaine says, "Unlock the door
please, Richard."
"I

my keys," confess
my backpack on the T."

don't have

forgotten

I

with a bark of a laugh.

"I

seem

to

have

Then, unable to bear witnessing Elaine's sick-at-heart, endlessly forbearing
expression, I watch the great blobs of white steadily descending in the cone of
light cast by the street lamp. As Elaine goes in, I feel the first wet snowflake
land on my cheek. And the answer comes to me then with the wonder and
pride you feel when you slip the last piece of the puzzle into place, and the
ultimate sense of things appears:
By tomorrow morning, when Bridgehorn buzzes, all of the smashed glass
and the dented barrels and green plastic bags of trash will be buried, and the
puzzle of our marriage will be complete but the picture has one piece missing:
I let the door close, trot down the alley, and just this once keep going.

—

o o o o
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